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ABSTRACT
Exploitation of the aerodynamic heating reductions attending the
use of Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicle surfaces which are non-catalytlc
to O-atom and N-atom recombination requires an improved knowledge of
the chemlcal and physlcal factors governing the corresponding reaction
probabilities YN and 7_ on these surfaces at elevated temperatures.
Described herei_ are the results of an experimental program including:
(1) development of a laboratory flow reactor technique for measuring
7^ and 7,, on candidate materials at surface temperatures, T in the
' n_minal _ange 1OOO-2O00K,(li) measurements of 7n and _1; abo_e 100OK
for both the glass coating of a reusable surfac_ insulation (RSI) material
and the sillconized surface of a reinforced pyrolyzed plastic (P_P)
material intended for leadinE edge service, (Ill) corresponding measurement
of the ablation behavior of the coated RPP materlal at T < 2150K,
(iv) X-ray photoelectron spectral studies of the chemicaY_onstitue_ts
on these surfaces before and after dissociated 2as exposure, (v) _eRnnln_
electron micrograph examination of as-recelved and re_cted _peci_ens,
o and (vl) development and exploitation of a method of predlctlns the
_
aerodynamic heating consequences of these 7n(T. ) and 7,,(T .) measurementsWfor crltlcal locations on a radiation coole_ Orbiter v_hi_le. It was
• _ concluded that while presently tested materials exhibited considerable
' high temperature atom recombination activity, the potential for
adlieving lower 7 without sacrificing high emlttance exists, y-reductions would
be especlally advantageous for regions of the vehicle exposed to
appreciable N-atom concentrations,
r
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2.1-1 $cheaatlc of duct atom reconbinatton reactor
t 2.2ol Conputed profiles of atom concentration, pressureend 84,8 tezperature in duct at_ recozbination
I res;tor8 N-aton/RPP run| Tv - ll20K
_ , 2.3-1 Temperature dependence of 0-8tou reconbinatLca on
qus_s; Present york
, 2.3-2 Temperature dependence of Noaton recosbLnscion ca
quartsj Present york •
2.3-3 O-atom and N-atom rec_nbinatica coefficients ca the
, I_7.-RPP material; O, Yo-vslues; D ,0-acorn reaction
probability: O "y,:-values; typical experimental
j i _c°nditi°ns for 0-_tou runs: argon flow:260 cc.atm/u,£n.flc_: 115 upstream pressure at room
_ t_p_ stature: cc.atm/mLn,:' _.h torr; 1_8s flow velocity in Reactor
_ Section I1:2500 c:/sec; typical experimental conditions
,, for Noatou runs: arson flow rose: 250 cc-acm/min, :;2
3 flov rates 450 cc-atm/min, upstream pressure at roam
_', _' temperature: 20 tort, See flow velocity in Reactor
_, Secticm lit 2700 ode/set.
i 2._-4 0-atom and Nostom recombination coefficients on the RSI
_: Coat/aS no:erie1. For O-atom data: open syubols are
! " IMasurements taken while the wall tenperature was
" _tcreastna, closed s_nbols are measurements taken vhen
i the vail temperature teas decreaslns;O, measurements
_/ . on the first cycle; J] ,measurements on the second cycle
i .' _ . "*easurements on the third cycle. Typical experimental
conditions for O-atou experiments: arson flov: 390 cc.at_/mi
02 floss rate: 70 cc.atm/min; upstream pressure at room
timperature: 1.6 tort; 8as flow velocity in reactor
8attica tl: 2350 cu/soc. Typical experimental conditions
for N-stou data: arson flow rate: 302 cc.stm/nLn, N2
_' |lOg rate: 305 ec.stu/min; ups:team pressure at roc_
' temperature: 1.6 tort; 8as flow velocity in reactor
i 8eetica 11:2600 cm/sec .
• ),l-I Schematic of transonic atom flov reactor used for KPP
_i me loss experiments
! .
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3,2ml J_P (*.OlCin I rlCelliON rata; ¢_rC|al$ p02 5 0.012
t_rr! Squares: P0 • 0.055 corr. Open symbols denote
_X dissociated II_:_ mAxCure' failed symbols denote
_olecular re,:tantsl dashed line is from Rosner and 2
aSleudorf (1970a) for the O-SLL/O reaction at PO ° 10-"
COrr.
_ 3.2-2 RPP coatLn8 recession rite in I dissociated 0_/N 2
:' IL Cure. Dashed line is rate in absence of nltrolen .
° 3.2-3 Dependence of oxidation probabitLty of silicon carbide
"_I_P,satins on reciprocal temperature. A .O ,, O.LI tort;
7 _,CJ - 0.025 torr_ S ,El - 02;A,_ - 02/0
:,, 3.204 UP coatin8 recession rates ifl stagnation arc Jet tests. Oe
_ UPhsse I " coatini; "Phase 2" coating.
i; 3.2-5 Photomicro8raphs of RPP specimens after reaction _/rh
+ • _8en. 8. T- 1618K; b . T - 1826K; _ . T - 2013K;f
++ d • specimen before reaction •
_'-_ 3.3-1 Vepor-condensed phase equilibrium pressures in the SiC-
.... __Ù2-Ù 2 system.
I _ 6.101 Schematic of the X-ray photooelectron spectroscopyi experiment and data analylts•
i " 4.1-2 l_ullaltic mean free path of emitted photo-electron8 for ,
vuious simple materials
4.1-3 XP8 spectra of RPP coatin8 of (8) y-sample after exposure
to _ atoms at 1673K and (b) mass loss sample after
, exposure to O atoms ac t722K.
4.2-1 RSX (Lockheed 00&2) heated to|lOOK in oxyiLen environment
i 4.2-2 ItS: (Lockheed 0042). Plasuut arc Jet tested st _260eK.(Specimen 17, Table 4.1-2)
• t
I 4.2-3 _ fresh coatin84.2-4 _ testis8 after exposure co oxyien molecules at 16180K.
, The top left Ls the product film4.2-5 Photontcrcaraph of RPP coattn8 after exposure to O atc_e
a_ I?20"K. Note the solidified unites _aye_a at the sides
of the sample
_ 4._-6 J_P coatinl after exposure to 0 atoms at 18300K. :_otc
zhe 8pi'erical nature of the pe'rticles
(I ''
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In m urly se.-.les of papers on the serodynamLc haJtln8 of Earth
re-entry vehLcles [see, q. Goulerd (19S8). Stele (1958), Eoaner (1963,
Lqf_8ob,c), Chun8 and Anderson (1961), 88rtun/4n end Thompson (1963) ]
Lt va8 poLnced out that SllrStftcant reductions in peak hast transfer rates
(edl. _k"_ fold) and tad/saLon equtl/brLum tea)statures [Tv(y-1) - Tv(_0)= 600Zl
could be achieved for vehtclee utah apptactable eerodynsnLc lift +, provtded
, !
smcerJAls could be found vLth 1or aeon recomblnatLon cceffLcLents, V.
Indeed, Lt yes cancluded that "8 _w 8com recombination coeffLctent y
for h/sh Cemperatur® cermLcs , ceramcs st refractory nets1 coecLnp could
pls7 8 roXe c_=psrable to hXsh ealctance in concrtbucins to the success
of ms over811 desLin" [Rester (196h8)]. In the intervenin8 years the
' |OC_ of attention t.smporetl_Ly shS.fted off 8lids te-_tz7 vehLcles, end,
in those cases vhere tad/_tlou cool£ns qas sJ.i_/.ttcent, attention yes
cont/_ed to emLttarce control add£tLves and 0xldztLon protection. However,
with She mntrsence of the NASASpice S_uctle mission it Ls ansentLel to
consider proposed orbLcer vehicle Chef=el protection system (TPS) mater£als
from the point of view of the£r cstalyt£c act£v_ty for exothera_Lcelly
conb_ incident O-atoms and _-acons. This Ls beceuse the requLred
inJmlatton weiSht could be reduced apptac_lbly _Lf the attrLbutes of lcm y : -
end h/4h tots1 emLttance could be eoubtned 4_ the O=b£cer TPS ccetinSs,
;...Unfortunately, for the ressons out]_ned belov, available literature sad Cut!*
i +Vehtcles _Lth little or no aerodymmLc l£fCt dependin8 on their bnllist/c
' psrmmter, dacelerete at lmmr slt£tudes, casein8 appreciable area reconbL-
ual:Lon to occur Ln the denser Sss boundary layer adjacent to the solid surface.
I The abovemnttoned predLctLons of si8ntf_cen&ly reduced heat crensfer rats
to noncetalytlc surfaces for cheuLcelly "frozen" dlssocLated 8as boundary
:i layers have been ver£fted i_ s nuubet of laboratory studies - see • 8.
_. beriu8in st s..__l.(1964), Cardon (1966), Winkler and Griffin (1961), Pope (1968) e
!_ _usin 8 (1964), Anderson (19_3).
_ "" - OrbLter re-use capabL11ty and 18rse peylced c_pac/ty are central to th6
econom_.cvleb111ty of the Space Shuttle. Reduced outer surface Ce=perer.ures
i due to 1o_ 7 vo_ld favorably Lnfluencs both of thqse lactose.
J
l •
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• er/tl©81 review i evaluation of alterMte techniques sad past
muurenencs of 0-aeon sad N-aeon recoebinacten coef2tctencs was
/nctuded in our firec quarterly report (QpR-1) sad vii1 noc be repeated
bare. SLnLlerly, readers interested in • buic review of the DS
r_J¢lmique t sad • summry of recent applicac/ons co chemtcelly charucertce
solid surface• ate referred co QPJt I sad Carlson (1972). _htle our sale concer_
INs been vtch the develepmnc of Senerally applicable _ ( co e
provide the basle tar future .stasurewncs, is required) our •cconcton
has been focused here primtrlly on two _pns of cend#.dace Space Shuttle
8Ueartals: a reusable surface insulation (UI) coatin8 and the s£1Aconz/ed
surface of a rein|arced pyrolyzed plastic (.I_IPIP)leadin8 edje/nose cap
m_Cer_A1. Thus. ctut /.11uscrative k/_tCic i aur_oca-charsctertsatLon data
repotted in Sections 204 percale co theou aacorLale, Section S contains
_be procedure ve have devoloped for prediccin8 r_e asrodynanic heatin8
m_maquencas of ¥0(Tv)-daca: and jives tlXus_rltive resulc8 based on our
y-ueuuremncs on Chin, _tt specimens of the /UP? (lesdin8 edja
end nose cap) uacerlL_. Up Co t';eOK ( the appro_ce unsec of apprectable
8ass XOS8). 40_ included In F_tctien 5 Is • susmary discussion of (t) the
euers7 C',_..:.dSfetconsequences of raccmbinin8 0 or tt atom Co excite.__,dd
Franc". Ioleeulae + end (ti) biuoleculsr axchsasa reacciono capable of "
u_._ttLn8 _l ln_o N2 within the Sas phase boundary layer, becCion 6
devoted co • 8uunary of the princ_pal conclns£on8 ve have reached, and
" out _8sassnsnc of those areas in need of further work. Based on this
":L preliuinary study, Ch_ duct reactor mui XFS CechnLquas developed sad
11lunar•ted herein, can p1_7 a valuable role indeed in future _eeria18
ope/nLtation ceassrch for hypenon£c Slide vehicles./" ¢
/
Jt .........
d.
_ lror • 8_e dec_Lled account of our enaXysL8 of excited uolecule
_"--.,.. fomscionldesorpcionlq_enchin8, see Itoener and l_anlt (1973)
t! i: (
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d' Tegpefetvve ussuresmnte ate edde vein| en opt|ca| pyrometer vhl(h .
' views the [es_tQf veil vtth _he el4 _f a _vsble quarts prise• which
tO vlthdrev_ 4urine re(QOIhsLtofl coefficient oeasureNnt8.
11mrs|Is of the fee(tot 4re (_Aed by the use st water Jack_t8
which eQrtound the seal|or pieces of cylindrical quartz tubing of
So(trims J and I||. In aJdSti_n, the pyrex cylinder which surrounds
the |raphtte s,Jeceptov iJ v_ter (ouI,d.
Ou flays are re,viseed by calibrated critical velocLty orifices•
which 4re capable of yteldin s _(_urece Rss fl_w rates for argon,
otLtopfl, osy_en, nttrl_ oxide _nd _ttro|en die,tide. The critical
velocity ofifitt esed r_ H_a_re the NO2 flay rate Is |ubmerKed Ln a
c_tent tether,tufa water bi_ _ tn order to reduce errors cauie_ by the
tenpereture dependent'*' "
• .,,_ _0 6 equili_rt_a. Arlou (99. 995Z)•
er/_t_ (99,6_), uitrclen (_9._9_)• nitric ox_de (99.6_) and hi,rosen
d_es_de (99.$_) are used vithout further purtfLc&tion.
00000001-TSA14
Iqe_l/_ ri{_s _4 the IIc.lted _5lOrVlI|On |ll vii _teimLsed by
_lJkl_(I i..ht dllt_(e between lh_ lttrltloa lnle_ and lit observscton
lids of1 I0 (i, U_I_r eormll enperllmecel condltlonl the titrlciOn
ee_4¢te. Is 6t leJel gg| {oeplete it this dtec_mce. The presence of
el M4_n_st'-_ side erl permL¢ use of lit+ tttrelton reaction vlum cbe
else (e_,+e_e_4tl,_, ss c_epllonelly 1or or tbe flov velocLcy 4e
! est [ee+ly _lt
+-:+i+ Mllf+_mle_yA+n elm +imtutes 8re produced by litrsllnl upsttem of
: i
i:_- kc II • ++s+++t__ <+tPll_ l__l|li: ollrolen etol +oncentro¢lon wtth _I0,
+
:, 141 lhltt Mini+l+. +q l, C41_ lye Stl_| tttrated dotmltre.., vtth NO v£8 the
!-+,
-+_+ v'll_. ¢+I+ et_@e¢__e_ _I _1_ tt_'_-_l+sh,_ellov cl_ati_tnesencm , produced
/.
_]:_ 0.I_-II0,. hv • lq
l_ll++ll+l l++t_+litter+lee+ e,+41,t_lnt. & mtmbel of Ir_veJtllstor8
ll_++_m _J=:_++ ++_+)+ _.l C_y_+ 6ml Thrveh (|_t62)] hsve ihmm the
i !NI4._I_ +it ¢_++_ _++_qllvmm+ece_+e. I, ebeye _:he expreostom
t - s,¢o)(,0) (2._-z) .
vie re ¢0)_ 6_d (el0)* _+e lit 0 eros and n_trSc oxl_ Collceelflll_l +
_+++ lelpelt+tmlly, Imd Xo t+ 8 pcopol,*..,Cly C+l.l +,Ch depnds upon
t_ _ i1_ leuperecu_e sa,4 the Seonetry at lhe emrtmeu_L _peratus.
gala 8 Eq. 21.01. Zo cn be det_mlmJd te the Ibl_UCe of 8ddttLon_l 0
;_ ° stains fr_n the slope cJ_ • plot of I re, (110), Sl_c+ Shin It_Opo equlle
++ Is(0) l where (0) t -(N'I, the e_trosee eCo_ comcemtt,t|mm, vhtch vu•+ +i
+ +
:_ detlmLned from _he t_ri_.Lon eedpotn&, f:l lbe tsltltU¢l Of II lad 0++ stems the p_obleu of ,_sur£e$ (0), the ox_$e_ jr, ms c(mcar_rlt$on L8
" c:ouplLca_e_ because (0) t In ee lons_et eqvml to (N) bet Is • sun of (0)
'_+ +! lind 01). Ilovevir, Lf' I o is delemteed tn _be steele4 of mildld oxYllee.
+._.+i_,+ m,, (_)+,. bed•,,._esd,,o, lbe0_0 e_x ,,. (_,o),_,+e.
;i' _: -- -- ...... • i i • iii + lllllll I iii i J i i i
'_ _ • The NO comcen_ra_l_on used £e thin eqvslten le eq_X to tit ad_d
|I _ M0 coecenr.rst£et, l_flus the lnittel +,t_ c_m_tm'.ret;to_ (III)e
+i++ +
+ _+ ++
0000000"I TSB0_
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Z.2 Data aeduction Procedure
Here we outline our approach eo the £n_e_ence of accurate values
of y _ram :easureaentsof atom flOv rates in and out of the reactor
• ducr lhed in Sec:iou 2.1 of th18 report [andSactloa 3.3 of
q?R IX ] CWLu_ to the reactor design procadure exploited in Section 3._
of the latter report it proved sufficient to develop tvo "levels" of
approximation to y, the second of which constitutes our best estimate
of the true reco=binatinncoefficientu_der the ate: pressure-surface
tenparat_re conditions prevailin 8 £n the reactor.
l
An initial ast£mste of Y, heresftar _'rittenly,has been obtained
by inverting the sinple reactor design equatiou [see Section 2.2.1 below]
dad making allowance for: a) £ncreesing linear 8a8 veZoc£ty associated
utth heat tremsfer and pressure drop uichia the _eactor (shouu schematically
/a Fig. 2,2-i), b) atoa recnabluatlou on the cooled vaJ.lJ of the quartz
/nl_t Sectic_ (X) ,md outlet Section (XXZ).(
p,o, "For values o5 y in excess of about 10 -3 an d vaZua of y
utitteu 2¥, yes entinated by £11c_in_ for snell correQtione associated
IriSh transverse concentration and tenpara=ura gradients, and honogensous o
at_ loss, vhila s£nultaneously £:provin8 upon corrections a) and b)
.%
_ dbova. We have done this by tntaf_rat_s quasi-one d£nensienal conservation
equations from reactor Lale_ to exit., until the ueesured overall atom
convareton Lo repteduced. For thin purpose, the level 1 opproxiuatton
to y is used to start the iterative calct_lation_ the square duct reactor
t t8 treated as en equivalent or "effective" diometar circular duct, and
' JvaiIable correlationsfor heat and mass traufar coefficientsappropriate
to this 8eometry ate used. As nentioned above, due to out reactor dosien
, procadure,_:he value of 2y Ls e_pected to be of the sine order of nagnttude acly
_* sad 2¥ sad sufficiently accurate for subsequent astLnates of aetedynamAc
! heat_8. Further deteA_8 cencarulu8 each of these procedures are 8£ven usl_,
?
o
UUUUUUU/ /ODU,-)
* elf IX elf XX (2.2-4;)
*
_s teen to correct 11.(o) for the effects of atom recombination on the vegas-cooled
silica Uall8 of Sect._ons Z and ZIX. Values of L and def f for each duct section
ars detar_nad by the reactor geometry, whereas the cortuepondin8 evereg_
I lenS_ I I m _ _ i ii n i i it i J i
+ This ratio w, ./_, £ Lirarelated to the measured chemLluaLnuceut Ja_te_s£ty ratio
via correcti_| f_ total dens£L_ changes through the reactor and the temperature
fJ |_dapondence of the chemilu_tnascent rate constants . The latter correction
both 8 i_porCsnt for sxperi_ents on O-a_on recomb/_etion.
0
"16
?
,;5.
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Our previous estimate 2y(r) and our first esctuate 27(1) ms follous: ,,
2y(_D . 2_(z.:). w(2 (z)). 2_(I) . w(2 (r)) (2.2-8) t
t - (e&, e) and,as mentioned earlier, frequently, .herew(27(r)) z exp
' 27(1 ) 27i = _. This iteration scheme is termtngCsd vhen • vaXUe is found ';
! "O thst it pt:_:_rlde8satisfactory 4Kreemtnt_v:Lt_ _ percen_ bet-_eem i
i_ (.',.,)conp _d (.,.e) exp"
i I_ A digital cm;mter program has been developed to carry out theli numrical integraticus and interpol tions Involv in _s level 2 ,
f procedm_for detemini_ 7 • This P_ also includes subroutines
M_ich provide the spe_es and mixture specific heat ˆ thez_alconductivity
, and ,_scosity, as well as the species binJary( and pseudo-binav/) diffusion
( "_,_ coefficients. Subroutines for ccmpu_r.i_gthe prevailing _sselt transfer
coefficient, and heats of formatim for 0 and N at_ are also included.
" Per test surfaces with 7 in the approximate range 7 _ 3 x 10.2 the
differences he.sen 2 md 1 7 cemputedf_m the sam data are not '
e_essive and 2f can be considered to be an 8cc_ate value 0£ the true, ,: ,
prevailing atan reccmbinatim coe££icient. However, 27 -values exceeding *
about S x 10.2 0£ necessity include spprecinble corrections f_r transverse
st_m c_centration gradients and are intrinsically sensitive to the accm_
of _r convective di£fuston calculations in Lhe duct reactor. This turned out
to be especially true got the high t_mture 0 and N_data on the RPP-
mg_erial, hence the absolute accuracy of our reported reccmbin_tion ccef£icients
for high tenperature _PP degenerates much above about 1250Ks. In practice, however,
. tJ_t8 18 not 8 serious l£u£tation of the technique _ since it indicates that
....... | i i
 Reare indebted _o C.P. L£ (Lockheed Electronic8. Houston) for supplying
_urve fit routiues _or tndivtdu81 species heal capec£ties and enthalpiss.
• A_ this _euperature the 2y/Ly is about 2.$. 27 values aim about
5 z 10-1 ere mrs than one-order of nalinttude above ly .
• Accurate y-valuas for ¥ • 10-1 could perhaps be obtLtned at vet7 lov ston
pressure8 using molecular bemn techniques but practical interest in uateri_
w/.th ouch high recombination coefficients even at Io_ pressures is slight.
|0 . : "
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i 2.3 _ou hconbination Cotfflc£ent h_tults for qu__-'l:zj Nt_el, Ul a_ I_,IPP
"*_ 2,A.I Atom kconbiuecton on _uerts
:' TO _ICUrStlly lvsluaC• y fo_ Oa_pl@ TP$ _8C@_lalS Ig 18
_:. to Be•ass l:he utent of atom reconbf_ttion in Secl:tons
mJc888817
X and Ill of our ducl: flov _8acl:or, _hlch are made of quarts;
leor" _ reuon ¥ wss m_tsured for 0 and N atoms on quartz.
4 *
)
K_
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(MOO). NO2 titration of O etol_ was the thtrd method used. TsbXe
3.3-2 obeys that the results Ulinl the HO2 titration technique are
alreemtnt vith the _tghod in vhich KO to added dovnstream, (Hod),
7'
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: i lJ_om Cenpereture nitresen atom reeombinatLon appears Co be much
t,; _ sensLt£ve to slLlht change8 £n the quartz than 0 ato_ reconb£nat£on.
7o_ ten d£fferen: detere£natLon8, TN tensed bectaeen 1.54 and 3.73 x 10 "_• i
i__._ lr£th average vxZue of 2.27 X_ 10"&. Th:Ls value of YN £s lower than the
value of 8.0 x 10 -4 reported by Marshall (1962). The calculated y_j-
n on quartz at elevated temperatures aye shown in Fig. 2.3-2. It £8 e_parent
:_ fran our data that¥_ha8 a maxiunm value_occut:tng at au apparent temperature
! of 125(_C_ of abouC 1.3 x 10 -2 and then decreases rapidly to a value of
m
_ i approxLmxcely 6 x 10 -3 aC 1353]C. Unfc, z-cunaCely, tC J.s noc poesLble Co
correlate these apparent temperatures co the true wall temperature, and
• Eherefore it £8 very d_fficult to C_ot._e on the c_v_e of Chls
..
obnerved tot TO on quartz, the _aximum apparent cemperature reached £n
_ _ 0 atom experiuenC8 was 1230K. The h£gh temperature YN value8 reported
by K_Jhall (1962) 8ho_ a much eualle_ temperature dependence chan £8
/ndicated by our data. In sddLcion, up Co a uutsd teupe_ature of 12001_
no mmctuumappear8 £n his date.
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Room temperature, oxysen atom recombinat£on cceffictents on
HtO are 81van in Table 2.3-4. The n£ck81 strips used in chess
ezper£aents vere made of Grade A nickel vh£ch had been clesued
bY the method described _7 Rosebud/ (1969). For these experiments
the oxygen ato_ partial pressure was heCween 4 x lO'2and 8 x 10 -2
e
Our room temperatm:e resulU for 0 atom recombinac£on on NtO
are in esreenent _vJ.th chess of Greaves and LJmmett (1g$8) and ,
m i (L959) _ but are hisher than the value 8£ven by Dickens and Succliffe
! (L964)_° Upon cyclinS the N£0 Sables there _s an eppez_nc Lncrease
i_ i " ¥0" Since XPS analyein on bach the fresh nickel sample and the
/_ i cycled ample Indicated the presence of 'only NiO on the surfaceJ
iq the increase in YO £e probably due to a roushentn8 of the surface
the inlc£al expe_£ment8 on N£0 (QPR 3), in later exper_nents
uo trend tovards lower values of YO rare oheez_d during the initial exposure
of the n£ckel surface to 0 acous. _'hin obsarvac£on may be expla/ned
by the fact c'het XPS results of the meter£8/ that wee used in the
tn/tinl experiments Indtc_ted _hat £te surface before 0 atom exposure
!
• m 8 thin layer of N£0 over N£ vh£1e in _e later experiment the
surface concained only Nt0. Therefore the £n£t£ally h£sh values
usy he Indtcat£ve of a Hi surface for wh£ch ?0 has bun measured
I * eo 2.8 z 10-2 [_reaves and Linnett (1958)].
' !
:the results obtained for r_e ozysen atom recombinaC£on on aickal
• hzea alloyed us co check our reactor deetSn crlcor£a (see 8ect£on
3,1 of QPit 1). These crtCer£a predict theC for lay values of
, y( c_.10"3) the calculated surface racombinaC£c_ cceff£e/ant should
tmO_dJ.ffer uhather the 1¥ or th_ 2¥ method Is used for the calculation.
_ Greave8 and Linaett report a ¥0 for 1;_0 batvean 7.8 - 8.9 z 10-3
vh£1e D£ckens e_.._o report a value of 1,5 z 10-3
30
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However, for hisher values of y( _lO"2) ,rad£al atou ¢oncentrat£ans
8_8disncs may become s£Sn£ftcant _ 8ud the _ calcUlationS _ould
yisld 8 h£sher value for the surfac: reeoub£nat£on coeff£c£ent
the _ calculations.
Table 2.3.-3 show8 that the reactor desLp crit6:la are indeed
esrrect, The _y values for quartz, corrected for houoleneou8
aton loss, are £n 80od q_eement v£zh the*2y values. For the qua_z
expet/ments the predicted radial concentration xatto,i._e, the atou
amlcentratiun at the yell divided by the bulk atom co.ncentrat£on,
is 0.99. For N£O, hovever, .the 2y value is siSnl_icantly larser
• then that predicted by ly , and the radial atom concentration
. i. ratio is approximately 0.80. This .indicates, a8 predicted by
the des£sn criteria, that for 18rse Y values one must cone£der
"_ r_Lt81 atom concentration sradien_s.
C4rt_tnly if our data tedu_tiou procedure is to be noaninS_U$
2YO should be ot the total flow rate and tot8_independent 88s
• pre88U_eo This independence £s 8hmm £n Table 2.3-4 for _he experLunt8
l _mdueted on 8/14/73. In these exper_nento the total flov rate
. u zedu_ed from 728 cc.a_/ud_ to 357 ce.am/u_n _---d calculated
_Yo d_d not s£Snif£cantl_ cha_e. V_ the total pressure from
1.90 - h30 tort a_o did not effect the _$ou_ted y value. H£sh
temperature ox_8en atom reeonbinst£ou experimnts vere car_ed out
t o_ N_O, At temperatures around IO00K our expez_bnents indicated that
' v was 8raster than 7 z 10"1. This value of y_ t8 hi8har than the
q
-2
v_ue of 1.2 z 10 predicted by ex_rapolst£ou of _ha results of
-- dk
i | _ _ I i i i ii
The extent of these cun_entrat£on 8r_disnt8 depends upo_ the
_ot85 pressure £n the raa_tor.
Their date ex_endsd to temperatures of 650_.
!'
• ,
'
_e measured oxT]_ atom surgaca recc_btnat.tcn coe££ictents
ll m LTY _ material are given + in Fig. 2.3-3. The data cover a te_erature
i range o£ 1037 to 1735[. In order to check 2£ Y0 is independont of _ 0
..i_: a_m ccncentratic_ the oxygen atom partial pressures were varied bet_-n
i _ 2 X 10.2 and 7 x 10.2 tort, and with no observable change in the measured
_--_!=_ valueofvo. "_
Corm_tcz_.s to the observed wall te_erature measured by thet . • 0
_. _ optical pyrometer were based c_ a spectral e_ssivitT o£ _P at 6500 A o£
- . 0.80. This emissivity value is probably a lower l_It to the true val_e
because I) the emissivity o£ _iC, the major cc_onent in the RPPcoating,
" i is bet_n 0.85 - 0.92 at 6500 A [Tou_k_an and Dewitt (1972) ] and 2)i
i thb cc_igurati_e_ o£ the reactor is such that Sectlc_ II approaches a :
i, _ black bodyconditi_.
I Our 2 data reductionproce_ne does not di£fere_tiate between
atom lost by recc_ination on the sample surface and atoms lost by a
i _-'_ reac_cn with the surface coating. For this reason, at high _peraturesit is possible for the measured atc_ recm_tnation cos££icient to be
' influenced by the reaction probability. As can be seen in Fig. 2._-3, the
• Si(orC) atom removal probability ¢0 is about 10t o£ the measured _0 at 1670K.
1
(_ to our definition of ¢0 (see Section 3.2) one can showthat _ .
y - ; thus,the true valt_ o£ Y0 (corrected £or ar_n loss by
_ctq_c_2¢0+ '0
..' • withthe substra_e)probablybeginsto levelou_ at _mperaturas "_'i
inch dx_e 1730K (no_shown) _'
Presh P_P material has a roan temperature _0 value ranging between "
1.14 - 1.31 x 10"2. However, upon heating this material in the presence o£ L
ox_en atoms, the roan t 3e3_perature Y0 value decreases tO values ranging i
between 1.SS - S.60 x 10" . This decrease in roomtemperature YO after _,.
• h_tin_ is accompanied by a chsn_e in the surface character of _PP since i
the surface of fresh RPPmtertal consists mainly of SlC_ _htle the surface
of material heated in 0 atoms is mostly Si02 (see Section 4) which indicates
that SiO2 has a 1_,_.0 atom reccrbinaticn probability than SiC.
• I£ t_te O-ato_/quartz data of Berkmrltz-Mattuck (1969) kere used to predic_
O*atan losses in Sections I, III this would only further raise our
inference by s_e 30-40 percent. Ik_eer as discussed in Section Z._3, it
sppears that in this case the data o£ Greaves snd Linnett _19S9) (c£. Pig.
2.3-1)are _re _ppropriate.
. 4
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Table 2.3-4
0.,. (2o). n Atom Re_:omb:J_at£on Coeff:f.(:leat 1' on H:L0 at Room Temperature| • |l mt i i
- I i i .m i J .mlm_
,, \
312o/73 4oo zoo 2.o2 1.o61-2) _,
8/14/73 524 204 1.96 1.02 (-2) e .
2_,9 92 1.30 g.271-3)
249 92 1.90 9.06(-3) .,
26.5 n 1.23 9.221-31
81_/73 271d 93 1.23 4.u(-21
2n a 93 1.23 4.111-21
i .iJ " i
i J|l ii 4j
a Flov rate f.lscc.atn/a:Lu
b )z_..Isut'e J.n Section ZZ :Ln t.ot'_
"_ e 1.021-21 I 1.02 x 10-2
d "Reactor had been cycled once to • temperature of I057R.
• leactor had beau cycled t-_ce to a tenperature of 1150R.
Table 2,3-.5 '+
Com+,ar.+t.enot 1,y ,,_ _ C.l_r.:to,. _or o_._ re:o,,,m,mv,_at,en _.• ° " ° • • ++ . e, + '+'+ •
, , on quarts and W*O .........
,.,. ,.,.. '% % +
',
+
i[ i i n i ii i ill Im
3/8/73 qm._8 3.471414. 3.39141 *+
• . qua_s ,_.3o1-41 4.$21.._1
3/20173 BiO 7.S01-3) 10.6 1-31
It " I I
+ 3.471-41 s 3.47 x 10..4
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2.3-3 •180 conca£nL our data for lq-•tom surface :ecomb£natlon
e_effic£ent8 as a function of I/T for Cemp•raturU beCvean 1029 and 1719K.
M£thin expezLnental uncertatncyp YN increases linearly rich 1/T. The N
• tee parti_ pressure ranged between 5.4 x 10 -3 and 3.1 z 10-2 tor_ and
YMwas found to be independent of _ atom prees_ar•. The values of the roe:
CUparaCure ¥_ ranged between 1.05 and 4.57 x 10-3 and, unl£ke the case
• f 0 atom recombination, the room Ce:perature vaIua of YN showed no s£sui-
f£cant chang• vhen _? was heated _n 0 or N atom_.
lV_ltlly, elplor•to_/ ueanurenuts were _ of tht apparent values
of 2¥0 sad 2yH on laPP In mLxcur_ of 0 and B atoms between 1153 and
1673E. Xn the data reduction procedure (cf. S•cCion 2.2) no attaupt was
. uade to includ• the pcesible influence of nttroaen-oxypn bLnolecular
exchange reactions ( see, • 8. Section 5.3) -Le. the O-atom conversion ..
2y°(-_t ua8 form_ly _sed to infer and the H-atom eonvereto_ yes fo::,,lly
um_ to infer 2TN. N + 0 d_Lzturea v•re 8enerat•d by dissociating a dtint•
N2+ Ar mixture, then add_ NO Co convert a portion of the N-atou8 to
0-atozm via N + NO  N2 The N ace: partial pressure yes varied
_eCwee_ _.8 z 10 3 and 1.2 z 10- 2 tort, vhiX• the 0 •con partial presau_t
ranaed beJnmen 6.9 x 10-3 and 1.5 z 10-2 tort. Th• r•tio _f _J_t£_ 0 "
,corn eoncentratXon to /_Ltia! N ate: concentration was varied between
0.68 and" 1.2 with uo apparent.effect on the uuJlured TO or Ylg valuQ.0
: ?re: a comparison becveen Y0 measured hs an 0/02 system m_/ chat manured
lu a N/O mixture it appeared Chat the simultaneous presence of N atoms had
no ela_ficant affect on Y0" Scatter in th• correapoudln8 2yN values ueosured
Lu the presence of 0 atoms d£d not aXlov • qmmtiCat£v• couparison to be
, made on the 2yN vaZuce muured in the absence of 0 ace:8. Jlmmvar, it ,
Ifppeerll that Y0 and Ylt for RPP are not clumaed by more than about a factor
¢,f 2 vtum recombination cakes place in ,_ ItLxtura of N and 0 tte:J.
J
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, _ To _Ju_ that cha measured wd.ue of ¥0 at hL8h temper4ture Ls independent
i of 0 stem concentration, the 0 atom partial pressure was v_rLed beceeen0.5 and 1.5 z 10-2 tort. At 1lOOK, over clots 8¢om aoncan'rettou range,
l YO ranpd betueon 5.47 - 5.82 z 10"2.
_' I: "
I 1_8ure 2.3-4 also sham _N vs. 1/1: fo_ RSZ. N-_tom recombination
on RSZ 818o appears ¢o 8° throuzh a _ valuQ. Unfortunately, chase
_ ozpertamuts vere in the relatively narrev temperature ranks 1078K Co
1384g. vhich is not larse enoush to ef_ecc_LveXy chmcactertze the carve.
I The ¥1I values for RSZ faZ1 allllhtXy below the YOvaXues and 8tl;nf.ftcancly
lmlow the Yll values for _ zt 1XOOK. This difference beckman y_ for
i RSI and RPP may be e_l_ed by differences in ch_ R.SZand RPP surfaces
in the presence of uicroaen (sen Sect£on 4).
_ As In the cue of RPP. wa made several exploratory experiments on .
t_ ( the apparent values of ¥0 and YN on RSX in the 8_mZr_meou8 presence
i of 0 and !t recombinaULon coefff.c_enC8 fmatoms. tpparent Ok78en atom
the presence of N ares. free 1048_ to 1_12K exhibited t_he same shape 88
".ha reaultm for YO _ _h_a _ dance o_ N, but appoa_ed to be 8h_fted to
to 81_LahtXy lover vtlues (_. fdctor Of 2). ItenUZt8 for n_trosen atom
surface recomb_tion coaff_L _ten_ in the presence of 0 atom 88 a functlon
of l_t, _er_ too scattered tt make detat3_d coupar_sou8, but did not
d_ffcr from r_e 2ylI v_tue8 ehhm iu ¥XS.2.3-A by merit than a factor O_ 2.
The lowvalues of vO, y._ (._. 2 x 10"2) measured on RSl-coattng
8t ca. IO00K t_ply 8 negligible c_tributic_ to _e z_por_ed y-values at
_Jl_r t(_pet_tures from ato_ losses in the cracks a_ the corners e.f the
square cross-secti_l duct. If the crack area were a perfect _om s/nk and
_resellt_ a ¢c_tstant _r_cti_t (s_y | perce_t) o_ the to_al _d ate&
then (l) the apparent I could never fall below this _onstant lower b¢_,
md Cil) a negllglble error would be introduced Into mW_-valms reposed
above about I0 "1. Thus, the high values reported for YO md _N m coated
i_PP above 1300K (see Sectie_ 2.3.3) c8_ot be attributed to atmn loss in
crzc_s _herw the flat J_ sec_icm met,
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Rosuer and A11andorf (1970 a,b) hsve studied the resc_iou of
f
i pure, dense pyrolyt/c sLltosn carbLde Ln uoleculur #n._ aCon_Lc
i oxygen and nLCr_san and 0 + N mixtures at s._ace temperatures ,
! 8hove X7$OK. TheLr _suXcs shov the_ the SLC renova_ probabLX_tLos
f_ O, q, or 02 are steerer th_ 0ol at T _ 2000K and noc stronsiy
depepAenC on Cemperatu.._ or pressure. Hoveverp at Xover ceuperature
i the reactLon probsbilLtLes are strouSly temperature and pressure
! dependent, l:ncer_sc£nSXy enoush, rates An 0 + N uAxture8 vere ."
L • found to be substantially hexer chose in pure 0 or N.
. ..
These results vera Lnterpreted to LndXcata formatLon at Xover
temperatures of a pnsivaCAn8 S£02, SLy4 , or 8XXJc_-_nitrXde
(_ "! Za_erj depeudLn8 on the reactant Sos ued. Yapor_zat£on of thL8 Zayer
at hLshest teEperatures exposes the S'._ to direct attack by the
reactant 8u.
8tal_tt_on 8re _et tests on R_P at Vousht H_ssiXes and Space .°
, Co, [LTV, (1972)] shoved rough s&ran_ent wL_h r_e above _esuXr_ on
_ pure O-S_C(s). However, couparLson of these exparLnnts contaLn8t
_ sLsnLficant uncertaLncie8 due to ex_rapo_stion to hLsher pressure.
_ Horeover, our X?S results (see'SectLon 4.3) indicate chat suaZX amounts
!/_. of A_O 3 _n the S£C-con_ud R?P speef_nene concentrate on _he 8urfsce
:=_ , durLn8 arc _et sues. Horeover, RPP coat_Js 8 density _8 hs]_ that
• _; of i_zolytic StC. SLnce thLs su_sests intrJ_J£C differences be_eten
!-ti. kke L_ situ Ri_ cos_in8 and pure _-sic(s) ve have carried out s b_Lsf
_vntiSstton of the _tsctLon betvean O, N, and 02 and the i_Y contLn8
i_ bY .xpXoLtLn$ the .xptriu_tal technLaues p_avLousZy us.d Lu out XsboratorLu
_ for sLC(s). "!ii
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3,1 Technique
The reaction of SiC-co•tad P.PP vith dissociated oxYSan end/or
r
_ttroaan 8u nix•eves is esrried out in the transonic vacuum flow reactor
described earlier [Rosner and Alia•doff (1967)] which Ls illustrated in
r£$.3,101" In this re•cLot, metered arson-reactant 8as mixtures pass
e
throush the discharae tube where the 2_$0 Me, 120 v•tt u_eroveve dischar8e
pert/ally dissociates the reactant molecules. The dissociated gas mixLure
emerses from the dischar8e tube ec • linnsr flay vnlooity of c•_.._.2 x 104
an/see 8_d a total pressure of I tort and flown over the electrically heated
8pecLaen t. Specimen beetles current is me•nelly edit,ted durLn8 reaction .
_ to maintain a constant bri8htness tea,pare•urn, Tbr _ns observed vith an
:- - optical pyre•star.
_ ( _ The specimens are rectanauler pieces of costed R?P b-Lth the carbon ".
:_ subs•rate exposed on one side and the SiC cos•in8 exposed on the other •
'.---,. side. In,Lets1 specimen dimensions ere ca. 0.1 om thick by 0.2 c_nvide x 3.8
i_ at lon8. IU_ cos•inS _ subs•rate each comprise _bout 50Z of the initial
emsple thickness. These uanples yule cut from 8 terser piece of costed
RPP uith s silicon cerbid_ s_. Rest'.tiomrates wre celculetrr_ f_ the
change in thicknsss of the RFP cos•inS after exposure to reactant st elevated
tapers•urea for a measured • in(errs! of ti, a. Since the _P costing/subs•rate
interface va8 poorly defined, it yes not possible to measure thickness
cheeses in the direction perpendicular to the coetin8-substrete interface.
Therefore recession rete_ were calculated from the chanje in width of th_
8anplas masured parallel to the coati•S-subs•rate interface. Smell
!
Variation8 in the width of • specimen required that cheeses in vidth be
measured _rc_ 1or msgni_tcetion (20x) photoaicroa:_phs, to insure that the
the initial and _insl utd_h measurements vere made st the sane p_int.
i I imam i lil _ _-- _-- _ i mmltl jl
• The release taps in Fig.3.1-1 are used for non•cerise resistance of metal
epecfmens. They vece not used in experiments _Lth RPP specimens.
The combination of hlsh flcv velocity and sn_11 speciMn diameter prevents
diffusion limitations on the reactant arrive] rate. This his been de=oh- "
! Jtrtted by shoves 8 flew rate independence of the reaction rate st constant
i t_tactant p_rtial p_-ess_re in studies of the P_/P •tom reaction.
i -, J s
i _0 "
! "
%
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_ l Specimen temperature measurements showed aesligible temperature
_ 8radiants aloha the central 0.5 cu of the spectmou _enzch. However,
sipificant temperature sradienCs perpendicular to the coating-substrata
interface were observed, because the electrical heacin$ current passed
m/t_ly through the carb_ substrata.The observed temperature gradients
vere compared vtth those calculated on the bas_s of • thecua£ conductivity
of 0.0_.6 caJ./(am-de$ 1:.set) [LTV(1972) , p. 217] a total emissivity of
:. 0.9[(LTV,(1972), p. 215] fo.- the RPP coaCin8 and a small heac flo_ due
_: to co_Tect_on. XC was concluded thac the speccraJ, emissivity of the RPP
_; coatin s is noC less than 90Z thaC of the 8ubsc._ate. Usins 0.9 for z(66$0A)
_i for the carbon substrata a value of 0.8 van deduced for the RPP coatingand us d in data reduction. T mperature corrections were al_o aslculaCed
J' for ir£ndov reflection losses accordin$ to
1Prv_-1/_.v_- 5.o x lo"6 (desK)"1 (3.l-l)
_d_ere Tviand TNv.are obserVed filament t:emperacures rich and _-tthout the
vtndov.
• RxperimenCs were performed at I Corr. Nominal 02 pressure_ were 0.01
to_ or 0.05 tort and 142 pressures were 0.$ corr. Chemiluminescanc titracion8
(se_ SectiOn 2.1) shoved that approxinacely 25Z of the 02 was dissociated
• and that the N acorn pressure w_s becveen 1 x 10-2 and 3 x 10-2 ".orr,
Many of the RPP mass loss specimen8 were examined by XPS (Section _.i)
• m_l SEM _"Section _.2).
3.2 Results
RPP uu8 loss resu'-*.s ere presented in Table 302-1 for oxyga_ reactant,in
Table 3.2-2 for oxyKen-nicrosen mixture experiments,and in Tabl_ 3.2-3 for
niCrosen reactant. An Arrheniue diaarom of the oxyseu dace i8 presented in
F;t8, 3.2-1 and of the oxygen-ntcrosen m_xCure data in F1$. 3.2-2.
Reaction probabilities, equal to the ratio of the S£C removal flux and
, the reaccenc arrival flux, were calculated from the oxygen dater An '
. ....-._,, -.... eOz
'_ 'i)
and Z_ iS the arrival rate C_ux) o£ species i (i " 0,02) at tenperature '
Tw, For all expts, z0 was calculated, neglecting tlw a££ect o_ partial
dissociation. Inasc_ as partial dissociation did not signtfic_ntlF
influence the rate, t 0 _ t 0 /24_ , (since dissociatXon increases the
C_ fiu_ by 2 /T_. l_ever, _he precision of our e._periments limits ¢0 , ,
to 0.5 _02 _ t o c 1.06 c02(assuming_lthat co is not less than _,_lf c02) ..
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table 3._1
_ , |1¢ coet,d It_P }_se Loss ilxp,risencel Results
aabtenc t
. . I_pt. ! T rO U ae M/6c las_ks
go. (J:) (l_|to_) (_) (_) (:/s_) __
' ' 11 M 1618 $.82 6.5(05) e(l) 240 _.874(05) 114ckJsh appearance
26 A " $.S0 2.5)(-3) (1) 24O Z.:Z(-S)
4L • e 6.1S 0(2) 180 0 _ SlO2 file
; 411 A u S.95 0 (:) 300 0 Dense S102 fLl:
SSo • e S.65 0 360 0 . qu4nched in arSOn
_$ • 2722 1.19 Z.5(-3) (2) 720 2.08(-6) Glass*2_k, percLc2es
3k_ X m 1.33 3(-3) (1) 600 S.0(-.6) Lar8e S2ass-IShe
22 • "" S.40 " 7(-3} (l) 180 3.8g(*o) ]r2ak_ (Brmm_.sb
*pp**r_)
2S I_ # $.&8 8(-3) (1) 280 4._S(-S) Su12 SX_e-2ike
im'clc:2es
S0* • N 6.25 3.6(-S)(I) 620 3.6(-5) ann*aled el: 201_S):fez
:tO ,.An. l[.a:ee S28ss
psl'eJ_1.es ca the side
S1 • ,e 5.90 .(2} 720 - &tmealed st 2013K _orIS u/_. Cont_.nuous
• / .' uolrdm SLO2 fL_ •
S2 • " s.6o .a--"' 720 - Late e 82sss patt_.cles ca
/* tJse M.de; some ca the
8ud8¢4. ."
4)
3_t • 1826 1.24 9.8(-3) . i00 1.63(-5) SnaJJ.Itlass*l_.ke "
pe_-tes .*
t W)1 _ " 1._ 6.).(-3) 400 1.o2(-5) , Sl_kteh
_lspe_ence
20 It o $.d_? 6.4(*3) 280 3.S6(-S) _h eta.eric*
S_ _S " S.44 2.?(-2) 340 l.S(-_) " , q_mched _ ar8o_
sam12 Slus-l£iut
Iper_e.2ee ." ,.
2S • e $.47 6.&(03) 120 5.33(-$) (;lau-l_ko particles
i , S4* • '_ S._ _t.S(-2) 180 1.38(.-4) s_ 8pl..,r_ce.
qu_ched in st:ca.
i
_ _ _930 1.:L5 1.4_(-3) 600 2.42(-$)
2_ " 1._5 "7._(-3) 300 2._7(*$)
; 30* '* 1.:t5 1.65)(*;t) 600 2.83(-S) "
27 _ S.56 1.d_3(-2) 7.20 1.19(-4) ILl_ck_b spp*et*_:*
13 e :J.4,1 1.t5)(-2) 120 1.24(-4) e
• j 1) 2013 1,24 1.4S(-2) 600 2.&2(-5) .
14 e 1,24 1.30(-2) 540 2.41(-5)
! IS _ Z,_P 5).7(03) 600 1.62(-5) ll2ulU_ app,arsnc,
,'4e * 1.32 5.6(-3) 340 1.$6(-$) *_ -.
18 _ S,56 1.4_(-2) 180 8.0(-S)
1t) * S.tO 2._3(-2) 180 1.63(-4) e ;.
35 _1_1 _._S 1._(-2) 1_o t.06(-S) ":
I_* Jleples u_ned by _S (See Sec_:Lou _.1)
4_ _.S(-3) u _.3 t 16.3 ace. .;
(IF Dfaeutonal _hun|e yes muu_od 8ft,_ ee_apin8 off the adherent produce ft2a
(8) No _l_tnstonat _nee v_s cbse_vod because of the _dhecue produce flirt; attenpt
va4 not sade to tee_v_ the gAlm. ' '
| A t, e_ollt_!, N * _tolteta_Lit 4] _*_*
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t
j T_2, 3.2--3
I 8LC Coated K_ _8 Loss F=perLnental ResultS. N_trosen
_ J I I II Jll [ m J I II ......
1 _abttnt
1 Expt.,o. , Tap ,N._ Ad At _ i_narks
e
i j I £ mL I • I _ t
44Ptr A 1826 $7 0 300 0 Dense producc film
-_ 56* A 2013 54.5 3.6(--3) 600 6.0(-6) Seall whLte particles
I over the surface; .
! loosely adherent
I
! 57* K " $4.5 0 600 0 Black appea=auce
i .q i_ i ml • ,
i • XPS analysts were :ade after reaction
!. . J A - ar.om:Lc K - moZec,,_Zar
• 0
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Atrhenius d£agrsn of these results JA pretested in ¥£8.3.2-3. It can be
seen from the fiaure that no stg_£f£csnt difference exist_ in the reaction
probabilities for reactant pressures betvesn 0.012 and 0.055 corr. Moreover,
partial dlasocJAtion of the oxygen uoAecuZes does not siguificantly
Inflmmce the reactlon rates.
Comparison of the o_gen data vtth rate nUsuroments o_ pyrolytic
Silicon carbide at 10-2 O-atom press:are [Rosuer and _lendorf (1970•)]
8hmm in Fi$.3.2-lrevea18 a gree,.er re•cti_ty for the RPP coating helow
I900E. Xnasmuch as the data of Roaner and AZlendor£ agree reasonably well belc_
Ig00K vLth the _ "sublf_nation rate of Sl02 according to the reaction
Sl0Z(co anud)- Sl0C8)+02Cg) C3.2-l)
it is apparent that the are•tar race of 2PP _moval by reaction with oxygen
is due to a mecha_sm oth•r than sublJJnstion of condensed Sl02. Moreover,
the _ recession rate J_creasea vith oxygen pressure, rather than
dec_easJ_8 vith o_._ pressure as was observed for pyrolytic SiC.
"_ The comparison of 2PP recession rates in oxygen and oxygen-nitrogen
Id_tutes shove that addition of _Ltroaen has no influence on the rate of
teact_n belo_ 19O0E, but _u_aces the receastou rata by a factor of
2-6 above 2000_. Th_ behavior _s exactly opposite to thac observed
for pyrolytic SiC |Roaner and AZZlmdorf (1970b)], where N-atom addition
suppressed the reaction rate below 2O0CKbut had no effect above 2000_.
]_teure 3,2A_ IXl_.otratas the results of s_tgnatton arc Jet tests on RFPe
eoatin8 by Voneht Ktsstlce and Space Coupeay [LTV(1972)]. The stagnation
pressure of the air reactant was 0.5 psi•, Co•tin8 r•ceaston rates •re
presented for the Phase Z coatiuZ which yes prepared by pXac£n8 a mull
1 amount of AZ203 on the _P¥ surface and then tontine in • 70Z S/C,
I ' 30_ Sl pack at ca. 2OOOK. The phase XX coatin 8 was prepared by
_.i eoat_Ull IL_ :In a 60_ SiC, 30_ St, 10Z A1203 pack with no A1203
• added to the RPP surface. Despite the large pressure differences
betumm these arc _et tests and our studies at 10 -2 tort p_easure the
recessL0n rates on the Phase XX matert_ differ by no nore _han • f_ctor
of 3. MoreOver, the Phase I noterial is sees to he lass reactive I_I_
" _ODV, than the pyrolytic SiC [Rosner and AlIendorf (1970a)] at an 0-ston
pressure of 10-2 tort. The decreased reaction rate for the Phase Z naterial
,-.-_- .-,;-,_""'_' ._.._ ..... _-.,_-_. ,_-_.- ,.,_i_,._._,_. _..:-_,.,_-,_ .,,-_ -_':_.._o'._ ,./-:_'_7_!.__-_'_".'!_'_._._'i_,_:.'_'._ .... _'-_-_._._ _':'-._ '-....__.._.,_ ' _,-,,.. '_ - " _.:. '" ,_ _-_
C C C C C C O'I
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for uhich the equil_brinm $1 pressure _s _ 10_ tort 8c X826 K. The
reaction probability of 02 vith 8rephite [RoBust and A1Xendorf (X968)]
is more than XO c_as Xeas than thac for O-acorns above 1800K._ Thus, the
occurrence of carbon in experiments b_th 02 but noC _th O,acoa reactant
/8 apperencXy due co the lent efficiency of 02 nolecuXes in re_ov_S
: carbon. Above 2290K, vhere the SiC decomposition pressure, exceeds 10-2
tort, carbon abonXd be found even in XO"2 tort of O-aeon reactant° Hoverer0
expertaents were noC performed at temperature8 above 21_K. Two ezp40riuencs
'_, 01o8. 54 and 58) in which the dissociated oxygen reactant gas vse turned
off before coo]_n$ the smpXe showed substantial carbon in the _S study
: but did not appear b/ark. IC Is therefore posaibin that a snalX amoont
_ • of carbon forms on the surface above 1930K even in a d_seociated oxygen:/
1" environnant and is removed by reaction uith O-aCous if the staple _8 " •
{ _ooled in reactant. On the other hand, _'he carbon in these exper_nent8
say hove formed after the oxysen was turned off but before the beating
_C was turned off.
00000001-TSD13
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L 8d_ decomposition) 18 for_d, vho8a th£ckness depends on the reactant/carbon
i rue:Lea probabilLey ane pr,_seure of reactant 8,uJ. These firs: eve
i amehan£am8 occur for_/th l_yrolyclc SiC and RPP coat£na. The third
uechanlsu 18 the p_ical3"* loss of oxidized pat:teXan, vh£ch ocenre ohly
for R?¥ Coacinp,_ Th£s mechen/sn suuesCed by the oheez_TsC_ou of loosely ,
adherent parc/_les on RPP coat/uS surface ac teuperaturc_ above 1700K iJlmul by the f_ct that RF? _ecess._en races exceed the maxLm_n possible
recessLen -.aLes for the first t_o me_.hanisns. This _ shorn 8raph/cel!y Ln , I4
_18_ 3.3_Ivh£ch plo_8 the equiZLbztum decomposition vapor pressure of i
_. Sellover 8tC_ end the equilibrium vapor pressure of 8£0 over S102 aC ;
t 10-2 or 5.6 e tort 02 pressure. _._so shown is the total vapor pressure
_ which 18 developed by the reaction
1'
• 81C(8) + 2Sl02(condensed) -" 3SiO(s) + COC8) (3.3-1)
t
( %_ The reaaen that ex:Ldlsed partdLclo8 may be last by the RI_ coa_£u8 but not
by the pyrolytic S_C 18 probably related to _he follov£u8 three observations.
l_Lrst_ _ showu in FLS_ 3,3-1 reaction st a pro_ec_£ve 8102 :satin8 _£th
the SiC substrata can, in _he absence of 02_devolop hLah pressures a_
khe :satin8 - 51C Interface? Secand_ the RFP :satins density 1s half that
Of lrTrolytdLc SIC. Third, _he RFP co_ttt_ contadL_8 818_Lfi_ant afnoants of
b_L203 (see Section _) vh£_h lowers the meltin8 point of S£02 from 1996 'I
.. _o 1868K [/,.evin, et el. (19_)].
Thus, lo88 of S_LO2 from NPP :satin8 may be due to the force exertedi
| by the vapor produced by t:eac_dLon o_ 8102 vLth SIC on 8_t8 where the
8102 :satin8 covers velds £n the R?_ coat£na. The absence of thL_ 1o88
• in pyrolytic 81C oxLdat£en may be _ue to the absence of voids end by t:he
possibly stroajer adherence of 8t02 ftl_ which are free of _203.
iii _ i I El i m IHI IIl_ El
_ • The spprexi_e oxygen pressure in the stea_ation arc :Jet _ests[LTV,1972].
_ * Si(1) may £om at a protective SiO_(l) - SiC(s) intetrface at T • =O00K
_, where t_,o equ_librit_n constant for'the reaction SiO(_) + SiC(s) -
_Si(1)  CO(_)exceeds 0,33, the O)/SiO pressure ratio _Lxed by reaction
' .3-1.
.t
( '
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r4. SUItYACECSAI_CTI_7_TI0_ STUDIES
4,2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
4_L.1 Technique
In order to understand why a given surface has a _Ar£_cular 7
_ : or why Y chense8 on a surface, one meet probe the deter.Is of the
chem_try and structure of the sanple surfaces. The :fm_Ormation needed
£8 difficult to obtain, but a relatively nay technique, X-ray phot_-
eleet_on spectroscopy (XPS) ot ESC& (electron spectroscopy for cheautcsl
i analyS£s) [SeiKbahn, et al____.(1967)])has broad applicability to the problem.
r The principle of the experiment £8 simple (see F£S. 4:1-1). X-rays
t
/
!* • uaually Y4;-_, 2 (1254 eV) o: Al-_ls2 (1487. eV), approx/:ately 0.7 to 1.0 eV
I ;_ _ vldth, J_p_ge on'a sample and the ejected photoelectl:ons are enersy
t ""_t _, analyzed in a htsh resolution spectrometer. The nunber of electrons
I !i '; reaorded versus ktuetIc sheriff constitutes the _S (ESCA) spectrum.t !
vaz_m8 bound electron ener&7 leveZ8 £n the smaple, and peak l_eictons
_ ' (ic_nettc energy) can be used to uslculate electron bindin8 en_rj;tes.
i Conpat£son of musured bindins enerSy to tabulatt_ns of binding euersiee
*
for the alenent8 usually alloys ready *de_f£cat£on of peaks. Exact
binding ener$£e8, hovever, depend on the charse distribntf.on in the sample
(oxidation states) and chemical shifts in bindin8 enersy can be used to
'_ J,dantlfy the che_:Lcsl state of an elegant (te. 81 frou SJ,02). Peak areas
are determined by the cross-section for photoemiselon from the euersy levei
in question, the concentration of the element present f_ the ample, and
_ho electron escape depth, l_n pz_Lnc_ples area can be used for quanttta.tive
_is. All almaants but hydrosen can be eean by the technique. Additional
i "
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"_ hLformsrlon 18 so=ec_n_s av_Llabis from peak shape end peak 8pl£ttinS. This
:I i8 described Ln many detaLisd revievs nov £n the _Lcerarure (as. Carlson (1972) 1
_,. krc_e8 (1972) ].
I,_ . 8inca the rense of I KeY X-rays in soUds £e re18Cively J_m8, the
_ depth of the 8olld vhLch is sm,p'_ed in X-ray photeelectton spectroscopy is
_ do,ermined by the tneissr_c mean free psthj Xe)of _ emLtted photuele_:trone
(see F£K. 4.1-2). In principle, _e depe_ on the emnple usterisl and
._ passes th_ a mtni=nm u a function of electron k£ueCtc e__ersy [(_ut_m (:L962),
i_ Banret el. (1971)]. Accurate values for _¢an e funet£on of =aterial and
I! electron kinetic enar8y are not senarally available but the most recent
1
i numbers obr_Lned for 10-1400 eV elec:rens scattered from densely packed
_ solids ranse from $ to 40_, vLth the everest about 20A, o,lea_ly _nd£cattn8
_i • the potential of th_ _chn*que for the etu_ of surfaces. S_esb_hn e__ el.
(1967) shoved rJ_ the 8eneltivt_/ of the te©hetque vu sufficient to observe
0• " .., nonola_er qmmt_tt£e8 of _[odostea_t(: seA1. In the past year 8 number of
• add£tional papers have appeared demonstratin8 In uore de_:a_A the ur_1_ty, of
this uethod for surface york. Bnmd_e and _oberts (1972) have observed HS on
An at e_ver_es as ]_v 8s 0.002 uouo_are end recorded C(ls) a-'l 0(18) Lines d_
frou 8uen phya£r_Lly edsorhe_ on Au at 1or temperature. IU_ m_l Dav_ (1972)
) z_vealed a vealth of 8urfaae eA_un_s:_y du:Ln8 _he ox_dst_on of tel end Made7
end Yetes _1973) abo_ed a _heatuel ¢_Lfferen_ation, on the banjo _f X?$
o.hem:Lcal shift:as of the a and I_ states of CO adsorbed ou I/ x Recoxltyork
at Yale has shown sanslttv£t}, of the X_S technique to 0.02 uonolayers of Co on
He and has _leatly dem_sttated that the ansulsr dependence of spectre is an
• . /npottant aid tn acceutuattn8 and £dsnt:lLJ_y£nl;spectral chJre_tertsttcJ of the
surface itself (Fraser, Fist/e0 Doll,s, and Rohertsen (9,973)]. A second
b_ hrher at el, (1973) _er e.zpoeuro of Lhe b_81 pl_ne o| 8rephite to 0
seen
. •
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i placed on elenantal analysis of the surface layers. The primary sonls
! aura the correlation _f_ vith surface composition and investisation of the
stability of 8arface composit_Lon 8s a function of varinus trest_unts.
A. Calibration Compounds. Although, 88 reported £uql_R_l, a number of
XPS studies on coupounde of interest in this york have appeared in the
L_terature, needed intansicy ratios vhare orion not reported and uncertain
charsin8 effects make bf_1_nS eners£es unreliable. Since nearly all
experimant8 vere done on the Hevlett Packard spectrometer [made available
by a &_..ant to the Chem_st:ry Department I_y the lqation81 Science Foundation
(_ - 36553)] celibretiou date were also obtained on that uchine. The
( .pounde, Koc/c%ere,,==z:,=,,d.recei,,,,d. 3.
28:L02) and aluminum eilicide (_$£) vere etud_ed to obtain the relative
photoelectron cross section for silicon vs. aluminum. $ilicou carbide (SIC).
ot)icon dioxide(el02) , silicon nltride (S£3N4)2and 8£1£co_ oxynitride (S£_)N2)2
)_elded the bindius ener8_, difference betveen the Si(2p) peak and the oxyien .
carbon or n.ttrosan ls l£nes. Except for SiC and S£O2_oowder compounds vere.
dusted on doubles£ded scotch tape mounted on the 8pecinen holder. Because
I of the tape background, 8 comparison of the inte_sitins of carbon or oxygen
' vl_h silicon £8 not Maninsful for such sauples and hence not reported. The
. results of ]r_s analyses of the calibration compounds are listed in Tebin _. 1-1.
The Table reiterates that the surface purity of materials is difficult
to control. Mullite and quartz saVe clean spectra vLth identical Si(2p) - O(ls)
_-_esearch Orsan*c/lnorganLc Cheactcel Co,, Sun Valley, Cal£f.
r_'*"'" _ur_eey of !.ft. M. E. guhburn, llorton Company, gorcester, Hue.
i ,
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eepsretious. The silicon carbide saup18s (Matheson) shoved • snail
J • amount of oWgen but a s£nsle Si(2p) line. The C(18)/S£(2p) area ratio
f e
i of 1 vns taken as representative of 51C. The Si02 - SiC separation
! vu confirmed by 3.0 eV eplitt£n8 Nssured for the S£(2p) line fro1 a
i physics1 _txture of S£C and qua_s. A plesmon loss lineSat 23 eV from
the parent peak yes siS_ficnatly larser for SiC than S£02 and provided s
second, more qualitative differentiation of the _ao compounds.
i Data for $_0N2 are consistent v£th those for the other on£d£Sed Si
(_upounds _nd no evidence of surface heteroseneity appeared. This yes
I not the case for Si3_ 4. A splitting £n the Si(2p) line indicated presence
of Si02 or S_2. Because of the unccz_ain_ of the curve _esolution,
e.tear differention of $_ON2 and SiBN& is not possible at _h18 tSme. Since!
f the parsmeu_a for N contain£n$ compounds are betvee_ those for SiC and
8i02. differentiation of a mixture of a11 compounds on the b8818 of
(-_ chem£ca_ shift vould require cowputer fitt£ns of data.
The sullies data prov£dus an Al(2p)/Si(2p) area ratio of ].32 vh£ch
repz_sants • relative ato_c truss-section ratio of 0.44 if electron escape
depths for the _ peaks are ussumed identical. This t8 the value used
to estimate A1 content of TPS surfaces. Bindiu_ energies for the AISi
surface shov a u£xture of AI203, Si02 and S£? but no unox£d£zed A1. lq_,
it eppearc that the oxidized surface of th18 conponant under$ces phase
separations.
Xt should be noted that even vith use of the flood 8un absolute binding
ensrSiOS say vary by ± 0.3 kV due to char8inS. Thus peak separations are
the most reliable _nersY parameters. A number of uncontrollable sxper£mont81
var£ablan Nke absolute peak £ntansitian unreliable and thus only peak
intensity ratios ere reported,
_| ..... L, _ , ,,! _ J i _mg in
_ Ap18s._ loss line is due to the disc_te energy loss of photoelectrons
by collectivo excitatt_n as they leave the solid.
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B. itSI; Coating (Lockheed 0042)
Fresh: The fresh Lockheed 0042 coating 18 Coz_£nS 7740 boronilicate 81888 gith
e
small mnount8 of silicon carbide 8S em£ttence agent. XPS analysis of the fresh
! materiel indicated only silica. No silicon carbine or boron vere observed.
Are Jet Testedz A number of arc Jet Costed Lockheed PSI coatings vere
:/ received and ex_tned by XFS. While the surfaces consisted ma/nly of silica,
six of the thirteen sa=plos also contained A1203 as a contaminant. Condition8
of arc ;Jet testing end Al(2p)/Si(2p) peak height ratios are listed in Table 4.1-2.
An estimate of the K1/SI atom ratio may be obtained by dividing the area ratlos .
/.stTable &.1-2 by 0.44. In general, for 8mnple8 contatnin 8 alumina the anount
of 41um:Lu8 present on the surface increased vir.h incteas,n S surface temperature,
mid increased exposure tim. but note the exception of one specimen, vhere a
i high concentration of alumitus yes observed ac a low surface temperature. Although
Kl(2p), A].(2s) binding energies _re nearly the sane as those of the Cu(3p),
" Cu(3s), differentAa._ion t8 clear £n the Cu(2P3/2 , 2Pl/2) reirlon of the opectru_.e
Table 6.1-2 aest_¢ of concaninant pes_nto alunina is fir=, but the origin
o£ the conta_nation is unknot.
( "_ One 8anple dostsnated L_SC-LX-30-1800, obtained fro: the HASA-_ES Research
Center, v88 knovn to be centare:inBred v'/.th copper (GoldsteLn 1973). XPS analys:Ls
of this sample clearly shoved copper. Horuove_. the structure of satellite lines
associated vith Cu(2P3/2,1/_peak8 hsd£cated that most of the copper present in
the sample yes in the form of Cu2+.
y.-Keasurement Sanples: XPS enalys_ of aasples, exposed to 02 at _ 12701(
/st y-_sactor t shc_ed only SlO2 and there va8 no change in surface ch.m£strybefore and after reaction. RSI Staples exposed to 0 + N atoa mixture or ca.1490K _
' shoved the presence of n/trolou incorporation (HZs)/Si(2p) - 0.05) bss_de_ S£02.
, The presence of _tcregsn may be due to S13_ 4, S120NLor dissolved nitrogen. '/
C. RPP Coating
Fresh: surface of frssh RPP contained SiC _vlth silicaThe Coating mainly
some
i sad alu_Lna. The alumina content of the surface is chsracter|zed by the Al(2p)/Si(2P)to c
! peak height ratio as listed in Tabl. 4.1-3.
,!
| * Notes cannot disCin8uish alumina from aluatnostlicute. Oxidised alua£nua is
! designated A1203 for convenience. .
O
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Teble +.I-3
!i il2plSi2pPat£o in Fresh RPP Coatin8
,,-- el-l u ell i
Specimen A1(2p) _SL(2P) total
: m_m-26 o._. o'.o4 ' '
!i i m.-3 o.:2
r_
W71-7 0.1,5
H170"13'r 0.1
• t: 4, The 8verqe value of 0.1 for _he _(2p)/Si(2P)to t ratio of
i_ } the fresh R_P coating viZZ be used for ecu?ar:Lxcu vith specimen8 after
i_ v Vl';dLm_ treatments,
tl ....
+_ , Hl+h Temperature Oxidized m_ Hit+ide_ Specm8 From _a+m Loss +__er_ms:
In the earlier 8ca_es of this project, the specimens vere quenched from
i mess less test temperature to room temperature in the reactent 8o8 pcream,
Iater this procedure vns modified so that the reactant I08 stream v08
repZaced vith an arson stress at the end of retction ,.n_khe samples
were quenched in the arson etrua, ',
i
kpoxure to Dissociated Oxysan: The XPS _eeulte of t_e specimens
after rnscCion rich partiaZly dissociated oxyeen at temperature8 fZon
14100K to 19300K are summarised in Table 4,1-4, C(18) peak heleh_s
for free carbon vere obtained directly from the free carbon line _lq it
m yell resolved or by subtractinS from the cote1 C(la_ peak the
amount of carbon chat yes locked up 08 SiC (essenise that the cross
" ' section for C.andS/ ere the see; see Section 4,1-2a),
The emp108 quenched in ereon or in dissociated ozT8en from
_lat/vely Iow temperature ( < 16200K) exhibited sflztltr eurfece cheaintry.
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i, The staple surface coesisted m._Inly of S£02 _'_h sl_Ltna concentrations
uesrIy the same as that of fresh usceriai.
The surface che_ts_r7 of sample8 q_dnched fcou htsher tempcretures
dspen,_d on whether they were quenched i:: ar_on or in dissociat_
oxysen. The surface of • sarape': tbat was quenched in _t'$on 8ftec
reaction at 1930°K contained a substantlal amount of free carbon on
the surface. Minor amounts of SiC were also present. The surfaces of
samples quenched in dissociated oxysen, h._ever, consloted of • uixture
of £1C and SiO 2 and contained very llttle free carbon. The concantratinn
of alumina On the surface was very small in samples quenched from hi._h
seep•refute and did not depend upon the method of quehch_ S.
The d_socinctve vaporization of SiC (SiC(c) -," Si(s) + C(c), and
. SlO 2 (Si02(I) * SiO(s) + { 02(8) are plotted in Figure 3._.1. At
1930K the vapo_ pressure of Si(S) is substantial (10 -3 tort). Hence
duties reaction at high temperature and lo_ pressure che surface in
',. likely to be bare of any protective oxide fihn. This is in accordance
with the results reported by Roaner and Allendorf (Roaner 1970). We
have found that at this re_peracure SiC tends ca lose silicon and form
• carbon rich layer when healed in arson. Thus. the observed h_sh
_oucentratlon of carbon of the samples quenched in arson _8 taken
88 due to the dissociative vaporization of SiC(s): When the s_ples
are quenched in dinsociaced oxysen they can unde_8o partinl oxidation
88 the temperature decreases and form a stable SIO 2 fthn. One would i
then expect that surfaces quenched in 0 should consist of SiC and I
Sl02 st room te_peracurus. Our _S results ere in accordance rich
:hi8 hypothesis. The oxidecton p.-,obabilic_ of carbon t8 also hish
. _._ 0.2) in atoaic oxysan [Rosner end A_lsndorf(1968)]above 1000K so
_ry little _ree carbon ts left after quonchin8 tn dissocist_d o_en.
_!': : ( 68 '
L - 0
._ , . _ . ....... _ _._ .--, .,.- .• .5_.'. '. "-;-.,.. i-.._..,_ ,• 'i . .'!Ji., ,-_..-::_-'_.-_.&e ..... ,'
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Exposure ¢.p.._.ndissoclated O_yzen }foleculeaz The XPS results
for 02 experiments are suumsrized xn Table 4.1-5. The surface of _he
.. staple quenched in argon after reaction at 19300K consisted mainly of
carbon and SiC. This result £8 similar to chat after reaction w£ch
dissociated oxygen. The spectra of sample8 quenched in oxysen were too
Taeak to allow qu_ntitative interpretation. At 17220K, the surface
consisted of SiC. Si02. Minor _ounts of free carbon were also
observed. Th_ Surfaces of samples after reaction at 19300K, 20130K
show a substantial mount of _ree carbon. Although in F_pt. 16, part
of free carbon oblerved may be associated ir£th the sold backing, the
results indicate that the oxidation of carbon in oxygen molecules is
: " not as fast as in atou_tc oxygen. This is again in accord with the
fLndin4ps of Rooner and _llendorf (1968). They report that the oxidation
probability of graphite is at least an order of magnitude smaller in
noiecular oxygen compared to oxygen _to=s.
_osure to Dissociated and Undissociated NitroReu: XPS results
i for these experLmnts are shown in Table 4.1-6 . The surface og _he
sample reacted with undissociated nitrogen at 2013 "K (quenched in
i
I_ argnn) consisted of carbon and ainor amounts of silicon, No nic_ognn
,_ was observed. The binding energy value of St_ peak and a smaller
• v_ue of _aJS_ sulgest that the silicon present is 9robably in the
!_ _ fo_ of SiC. The absence of any silicon nitride £ndicatas either that
_i there is no reaction between silicon carbide and molecular nitrogen or
:i '
_ that any silicon n£tr£'de formed vaporized during quenching. Roener
_ and Allendorf (1970) report that the reaction of Sir. with molecular
nitrogen % neslisibly slow.1 F_p08ure to dissociated nitrogen at 1826eK (and cooled in dissociated
_ nitroson) lad to a significant i_corporacion of nitrogen in the surface t. t
are
'_'_. Although the binding energy differences between Sis£c, Sisi3N 4,8tS_oN 2
,_ _e_ _nall, the hilh value of N(ls)/Si(2p) and the small value of C(|S)s£ c
, _, Our XPS da_a also reveal that atomic nitrogen is e_fec_ive in ren_g
the free carbc_1 formed upon SiC tI_r=al decomposition (see the free
_: _s/_._. ratio for runs 48, 56; cf. nm 54). This is c_sistent with'
t_e fiflUing of _osner and Allendorf (10708) that ._ atoms react
" efficiently wi_h SiC. but not e£ficiently wi_h pure _r_phite.
.£_ 69 ' ,
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_ _cate that moat of the silicon observed yes in the for_ of Si3H4 or
_:_ SS20M2 (approxiuntely 7SZ). 1c _ not possible to differentiate between
,_. the uitride and oxynitr£de.
i, P_sction Ivlth d£_sociaced nitresen at _a_.2000*K produced a lesser
smmmt of nitreSon in the surface. There yes also substanCiaZ increase
in the free carbon. The smalZ amount of n£crosen can be ascribed co
increased volatility of silicon nitrides at the higher temp rature. Since
_: Che sample was quenched £n argon, formation of ZLtCrides ac lover _emperaCures
i_iI m prevented but some free carbon was pneraced.
_ Exposure to Dissociated Oxyge_ - Nitro_en 1UxCure- The XPS results
for these samples are sunaarised in Table 4.1-7. The r_lts are co_parable
to those after reaction in d_ssociated oxYsen except for the presence of
_ u£trosen incorporated £n the surface in certain cases. Reaction w£Ch
l " 0 + _ _U_xCure up to 16200K produced an essentially silica s_rface rich no
n£tresen. This bebavinr yes independent of the method of quenchin$ end
indicated chat oxidation is more favornb18 than niCridac£on at teuperecures
i_ i below 16200K
At temperatures above 1620eK, the observed surface chemistry depended
on the methOd of quanchius. After arson quenchin8 the surfaces of
spe_ reacted v£ch the O + N _txture ac temperatures 1720 - 1820"K
come£sced of silicon carbide, u£crides or ox_cr£de. Me Si02 was observed.
In one specimen (Expt. _o. 61) a sisnificanc increase in alumina was observed. _
' After 2000"K only free c_bon and 8mall mounts of SiC were present.
The su_fscas of samples qw_nched in reactant 8as actxtures after reaction
&t temperatures above 16200K, consisted of S£C, StO2 and various amounts of :i
_ucorpora_ed nitrogen. _oce that sample _38 sho_ed only St02 and no ni_rosen i
Two other ssnplas reacted under S4-41ar _mditions _s£18d to confirm this _
isolated behavior. _
• An attempt was made co co118ct condensed vapor on a T_ plate dmmscream
fren the specimen. ]_S analysis sho_ed that the condensate yes mainly
8illca.
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i" The XPS re_u£r_ obtaLned w£th u£crof;eu • oxYsen mLxcures are
coMiscenc. TherQ is ev£dence for n£crosen iucorporaC£on dn c_
_ surface ac temparacures above 1720K. AC temperatures above 1820K,
the ruults suzl_est apprecLabXe loss of n£crtdu or _zyn£ccides by
;i doctstio (sis4(c) o 3st(c)+ or ox daclon +
_ 302 _ 3S/02  2_2). ¥¢r spec£mens quenched from h£gh temperature
ii /n the .-e_.CanC _u_:'_, the incorporaC£on -.f n£Crosen may occur at:
_i lover temperature. The s£1£con oxLdacton behavior £s s£m£lar to
I _hat Ln dissocLaced oxysen. The rasulc8 are noc prec£ae enovsh c_ ;_
e£fferenC£aCe SL20M2 from S£C or SJ.314)
.. ts
_ .Arc JeC Tested _? Sm_Xes
_,_ The .ur._ace che_s_ _f three arc _ec _esced 8mnpX_s shoved
i_ vide variation in spLCe of 8£mLlar arc JeC r.esc condXcf.c_:m(1). The
: :. _._e_e of staple M130-2$ comJisced ma_.v o_ alumina v£¢h 8m_.1 8_ouncs
of 8t_)2, Tht 8ctx_¢e of _he _:he_, _ spe_uus 3ho_ed equal o_ounc8
of 8£1£c8 and A1203o _!n¢ ccnce_r_ec_ou o_ -.l_ was hLsh_r chin Chac ""
of fresh RFF maCerLal by a factor of 4.
o
_. Sporran $urfsce &v_. Strum EnChs_p_ C_le __ '" /!
!/130-35 184_ 6_00 1 3.4 "_
IFLS-1I-1 191{ 0.4 ,_
I VlSL_60-]. ],905 0.4
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_i Surface Concentration of _umina as a Function of Treament: As
--_ _
_ shown in Tabls 4.£-3, the _(2p)/Si(2p) peak height ratio was about
0,1 for fresh R?F coat£_. Reaction vith oxygen and O + N mixture
at tenperatures 1620-1820E in the use los8 reactor did not change this
ratio appreciably. Hoverer, after ¥-mmasuremencs at 1820K vLth N + 0 ,
the ratio Lncreesed by a factor of 4. Reaction Ir£th N also increceed
this ratio to 0.24 at 1820K in nasa loss reactic_ and 0.52 at 1720K
in the y-_asuroment rasctor. Plasma arc :Jet tests in air at 1900_/
also produced a surface rich in 81,m4na.
_i Hiaher temperature (above 1820K) senerally resulted in • very
4
oma_
value _(2p)/S£(2p). &t lov temperature of Z4Z0°K, aaain a suall value !
yes observed (Sompls #36, Table 4.1-7)
,i
, Yoonablood (1972) .repo_tod thtt the nsJority of aluuica _ restricted
to the first 20_n from the surface, and concentration st the surface is h£sher
than in the interior. Thus, removal of this surface layer vould result
i [ _ in a very mnall surface concentration aluminajas observed in :8_a lossspeCiuans 8fter.h£ah temperature treatment and substantial surface
recession. Treatment v£th N produced a rather adherent film s and the
preferential evaporation of silicon con account for the hi8har value for
_JL(2p)'/S£(2p) ratio. At lover tenpereture the evaporation of silicon
aul the surface recession are mnall, and hence the AZ(2p)/SL(2p) ratio
i8 the sos4 as the fresh coetina. If court, on of aluminum is ruled
•' out 1_ ar_ Jet txper/nantsathe resultin$ increase in _(2p)/Si_2p) should
be due to preferential .lo88 of $i.
It follows from the above discussion thee the presence of alomiue
on the surface uay be on indication of on adherent product fLlm and •
surface recession. An exception to this implication was found in
o_ saple et 8 lo_ teupereture of I_ZOK where an adherent film, ond 8
. 3_(2p)lSi(2p) ratio of 0.1 uere expected. A rather low &$(2p)/Si(2p)
value of 0.02 uas found in this case. This could be due to enaulfin8 of
alusin8 by $£0_ (ap'ar SiC - 3.22; SP'8r of Sl02 8 2,2-2,6)_ or the
Ions of the surface layer durin8 handlin8 but cannot be resolved vithout
further investijetion.
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i, ..y_basurenent Sanples: XPS ana13_es were made on samples after r_ation
i v/th 0. H sad 0 + N in the y-reactor. The results ate 8ms_Lsed in
Table 4.1-8. The reaction rich O produced a surface chaistry sia£1at to that
_+ observed In mass 1sos spec£mehs. The surface consisted of St02 with sons free carbonand th_ fresh AI(2p)/Si(2p) ratio. Exposure to N also resulted in •
eu_ace cons/stinK 05 SiC , Si3_ 4 or S_0N2 with e rather htsh amount
of alumina (_(2p)/St(2p) = 0.$2). Th_ £8 qain eonsintent _Lth mass
0
loss speciuons. N + 0 treatment save aim£1at result/J,
8anple spectra of XPS result8 on a specimen after reaction utt:a
N + Oet 16730K in y-reactor £8 shown in Fie. 4.1-3a. Spectra of _
8peeAasn after reaction vtth O at 1722"K in mass loss reactor is shown
£n PI8. 4.1-3b. The f£sures indicate that the N(ls) and Al(2p) peaks
ate considerably hisher after exposure to N + O u/xture. The S1(2p) peak
in 4.1-3b consists of _vo peaks (AE - 2.4 eV) coz_espondinll to S£C a_d
+ C_ " 8t02. The location of the sinsle St(2p) peak in FJ4. 4.1-3a sussest that
£t is either SiC. Si3N4 or St_2 (see Section 4.1.2A) and definitely not
8102. The C(ls) line in both f£sures is 8pL_t sh_ both +free carbon
and 8£C. The htEh bindin8 enerw peak corresponds to free carbon and 1or
• mrsY one to SiC. Note that the intensities of CSi C and S£S£ C are nearly
8
the am. The 0(18) peaks are not split but their /ntensit£os ate about
ten tiues those of the silicon peeks
e
The f£sures 8180 i110strete the fallibiiity of uein8 Absulute intensities
80 a measure of the mount of an eltnant in the specinan when the ezper_ontal
conditions ate not controlled rilidly _o preserve cleanliness,
The YL8. 4.1-3b v88 obtained vtth 8 new x-ray anode_ and F18, 4.1-3a yes0
_tken about fifteen days later. Note that the intensities major peaks have
been reduced b_ about 50Z is 4.1-38. This 8Seers1 lowerin8 o_ intensity
' ts presuaed to be rids in this case to a lover x-ray flux.
+
11 ,,, !
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D. , _£cbel: Nickel sanplos vere onalTzed by XP$ before end afte._ y
smasutements. 1_e spectra shoved thec the surface8 of initial utckel
as=plea vere NiO or NiO _Ath a minor mwunt of H£ metal After recmn-
bhzat£on studies up to 1O7OeE, the surface consisted of only I{£0.
i The /=pXicetton of this result is _et: _as 'expected,_ measurements vere
dos. mainly on an HlO surface, and the cleaning process did not remove +
the exide film. FcJ_nand Davis (1972) report that an evaporated n£cke2 i,
b
f£Zn oxidlzed to Hi203 in air in fifteen minutes. Hence tf _ VaIuee o_
pure nickel are required, then the nic_el metal should be formed in situ
either by reduction vith hydrogen at high temperature, or by evaporating
nie_a_ in vacuu=.
4._L.3 C_£mclusLonsand Zu_licatLons of XPS Experlments
The conclulons drawn fro=+ the data presented in Sect/on 4.1.2 ere
8mmarised briefly bel_a
( _ I) N£trogan is incorporated late the RPP surface a_ter exposure te ,
II atoms st temperatures from 1600-19000K. The 8mount of n_trogen
or _he surface decreasen as the templ_ature is inexe88ed from
lgOOOK to 2000"K. No nitrogen is taken up f_ N2. at 2000eK, _hu8
_P8 usy provide • qualitative taut for the presence of N atom8 in +
a reactent 88s strem_.
' 2) Xu the temperature region Z4OOeE< T < 160OAK $1 on the RPP surface
Is present as SlO2.
3) At teuperatures about I?OOOKan integral $102 protective coa_in8
/_ not maiutained on RPP under the conditions of the aass loss
experiments. Heatinl_ RPP about 18000K in Ar yield8 • 8reef excess
of carbon on the surface. A carbon excess is also seen after
• , heatin8 to 19000K in 0_, as • result of the lover reaction probeb_l£ty
for 02 vs_A. 0 in ox_t£on of carbon.
&) LOSs of A1 on the surface after uass loss exper/mmts on RP_ at
T • 170001_ indicates s,_bstant£al s_rface recession and non-adherent
surface fihn.. High A1 content of arc Jet tested N_ sanplas say
indtcste formation of a more adherent protective (1ha at the hash
(+ _ exYlen pressures of the erc Jet experiment. t
_ '°- , ' 3
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t 5) ALY¥ wasnrevents in KPPuterinls have been done on surfaces
i: eontainh_ aluminum.
i 6) Ih_f of the ere Jet tested RS: samples received were contmn£nated
I_ with A1. Sue.h contaaination of are Jet tested RPPsamples cannot
_i be zuled out but enhancement of AI surface eoncentratlon by SL
I evaporetLon Is possLble. e
7) The surface of the nLckel used for Y caJ.ibraC_on runs yes NiO.
The preusnce of aluminum on RFP surface8 sussest8 that the effect of thL8
_ponent on y should be studied _lependently. Stab£llt7 of the surface
fLlm on RPPat the pressure used in the uass 1088 exper£ments appears
• poor and _8 s4ded only 8l_$htly by the presence of N atoms. The effect
c
-_, of reactant pressure as well as surface temperature appears to be •
/nportant. Future tests of RFP stab4L£ty and ustr_3Ashaent of criteria .
_ _ "(-_ fo_v,_e re-usa _ b, ,lded by_s.
I "
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4.2 kacnin8 .Electron. t'_croacopy
4.2.1 TechnLque
_he phyeLc81 norpholosy of the surface _ 8 eLsn_Lf/canC /nfluonce on3.
!i th_ reactLon LLnotLcs, primar_ly throush the extent of the surface evoLVable
to she reactants (Interface ares) end th:oosh the sue of access of the
reactant to the surface (pore s_se d/_tr_bucion). Moreover, Ln uon-plansr
i
i surfs_ee invoZved La a gas-solid reaction, there nay be multiple co11LsLous
J
"i of the _eactant (13as) wLth the surface, thereby tnerans_8 the "apperent"
e
' reactLon probsb/ltty [Rosner, (1972)]. It Ls else poss/ble chat r.he phyeLe81
* nature of the surface nay _se Ln the course of the reaction, thereby .
' 8f_eet£_ the reactLon probabi]_Lty. Thus, Ln the study of Su-solid read, Lens
_ I:he physLeaX structure of the 8o]J.d surfsce shouXd be defLned.
At present_ a complete characcertzect_n of physLc_ structure o_ the
. "roughness" of the surface, eapec_aXly of Lnhouosenacu8 surfaces, san not
i be name. Hovever, scann_n$ electron mLcroscopy provides a tool by vhLch
one un obt_J_ norphoXozLcaZ detaLX8 by msne of h_sh resoXutLon p_ccuz'es
with good depth of focus and mJJ_tmuu8anpZe preperatLon [Drev (1968), _
( i *'-'" (1970)] " '
Xn ec_nntnS electron u_Lcroscupy a high energy eXectron bes_ (XO-=O_eV) _e
i 8vap_ ac_ous the surface of _he sable. LOw energy secondary electrons emerge
., • _. • • o
f_om (_e so_LLd88 • result of atolls ex_tatLons. The energy of these
electron8 ee 8 8ene_rsX .-_l.s :L8 _es8 chart $0 eye _ _acke.r/sed by a -
hanna eroond 10-20 eV. The secondary eXactron yLe:Ld depends upon _he
, _L_.tdent bes_ energy, surface _heu_scry, dans£_y of surface s£tes and nnr_
Lupor_sntly on the surface morphology because of the _Xe the Lnc_Ldant . .
ban uake8 _r_th any psrt_uXar eLte. Secondary elect_ous enerl_Lns free the
I surface are _o]Aectud, a_ltf_, synchronical, and presented on a vLdoo
dLap:Lay. DurLn8 _h_ s'oann_ns, the ehan8es £n eurfacu norphoZogy resuXt
, _ eh_l_es Ln secondary electron current and thLs provide8 an t_tanst_F
oou_ract_ _Luthe CR2 d_sp_ay, The resu_LtLn8 LuaSe t_ , obceA_ed appears
!. 'three d_uenslonsX because of _he esconds_y electron current Contrast and
i by vLrtue of _Larse depth of fLeXd acso:_Lsted vL_h the su_ else of the
tnr_Ldant bern _ 8na_ aperture anslee uployed Ln _ electron optlu.
81
_ .
!.+ ,
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The ease of preparation of the sample (only 8 th/n co,tin8 (500A)
. of, 8old i8 necessary co prevent ¢har8in8), and larse depth of focus
obtainable uake8 the *cannf_8 elecgron uLteroscopy suitable for the
i observation of surfaces of TPS mstsr_tls. Even thoush complete
ct_trecterizat_on of the rou$hnee8 o_. the outface cannot be made by
t 8omnin8 electron microscopy, broad chansu in the surface mrpholo87 cln
i _e correlated _r_ch the reaegion prob..b£lity.
:/ 4.2.2 Kenulcs of Scanntn2 Electron Ktctosc_v Exver_meng8
} The surfaces of TPS zagerlal8 were observed by SEH in the as received i
t 8te_e and after exposure aC hish temperature to O, 02, N, N2 and N + 0
/n the acorn recomb_'naclon re_cCor or in the mass lo88 reactor. Plamna ere
_ • Jet tested samples yore _lso exau_ned. Althoush mmy" of the
details in the microsrophl can noc .be described fully due go inadequate •
_i: term!nolo8_, a brief sea, try of the .oheervatlone IS deecrtbed. .
i " A. RSX Coating O,ockheed 00421
1brash and Ion _._arded: The surface of the fresh _tterial _&8 very
_ amoo_h _eh l/_le decal. Argon ion bombardman_ (580 eV), hoverer
! produced a low deneic7 of pinholes. The hole e&ze ranked from 0.5
to about l0 _a. The outface yes depressed around the holes. '
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Fresh: The _P coating v_ made by ailiconizing a voven graphite substrata.¥
.e_trbonfibers (about 1 urn) were bundled in about l_n bundles and woven in s
:,-.. or/as-cress _mner. Wh_le the raven structure yes clearly v_aibla in the
il u4cr_graphs0 the surface of the fresh coating was relatively smeo_h. Cracks
of the order of 0•01 ma wide were also observed. The surface of the coatin$!,
_ • m broken in pla_e8 vhere the _undl_s cross each other. Fig. 4.2-3
shows the surface of fresh RPP coating.
_ HiohAr Te_erature Exposure to 0xylen t Nitrogen Acorns and Molecules: Scanning
_ elect:ton aicrographs were obtained Ll_ter o_.posure to O, 02, 0 + N at 1618,
_, 1826 and 2013[• & sample exposed co H at 1826K was also examined. ,
_ leaction Vith O, 02 at 1618_ produced a loosely adherent filn on the
_ durfaos. This file had a tendency to fall off _ subjected to mechanical
_ 8hoCks. The surface of the film was relatively smooth and flaky in structure•
_' The substrata underneath the coating appeared to be s_n_lar to the fresh
I material• An adherent film'_nd the substrata are nho_n in Fig. 4•2-4•
Exposure _o 0 or 02 above 1720E appeared to have melted the protective
film• After cool_ng shiny glass like particles vere seen. In the lower(! li_t of th_s teu_erature region (1720-1930"K),they famed bridges end hence
they vere relatively continuous• In the upper l_t only mall isolated
Islands vere observed• The film thins formed vos extremely fragile and
usually fell off during handling. For th:UI reason, scanning electron
aicrographe of glass-like particle8 are not available. However, photo
uicrographe taken soon after reaction provided the necessary observation.
' At 1720_, probably due to low v_Scosity, the molten layer appured to
_ susceptible to asredyns_Lc shear• Fig. 4.2-$ illustrates this. where
saloon layers vere frozen in the aides of staples.
Scanning electron aicregraphe of the substrates after exposure to O,
02 at 1820_ shousd a very suooth surface. Wide cracks _tong and across
the specimen were also observed, at high n88nlflcatlon, as -'bonn
in ¥18. 4.2-6,one can observe amell spherical particles. Y,any of them
limps4 together• Exposure to N ecru st 1826K produced 8 dense looking
surface. Surface cracks ware fe,_ar in number. Fig. 4.2-8 lllostratos
this for comparison purposes.
£
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hposure to u_zture of N and 0 8toss appured to produce a sore
adherent filn. Ezaz_atton of a saple after exposure to N + 0 of 1826R
produced an appearance sistlar to that of a aonple upceed to &, 02 at
1618L
IL/aher r_mperature exposure at 20L3K to o_san produced 8 surface
clear of any product flirt. The surfaces leoksd etched and cracked
nmmrons places. Deep pits of various shapes were also observed. At very
hiah u_tficetton the surface woe full of holes of the order of 0,3 _n
as shown in Fie. 4.2-7. N + 0 mixtures at this temperature appeared to
: leave a thin, adherent aponSY file ou the surface,
These observation8 indicate that the behavior of the protective filJn ,
mm be clesaiflod into three different reglons from Its ph3_icsZ morphoZoaD%
The lmr tenpereture reBel.On (be_ 1720K) produces an adherent file (eve_
though 8usceptlble to meehal_sZ shocks espeef_ZXy tovs_d8 the hisher
• _ereture 2/_.t) and the surface appearance is s/_t2ar to Chat of fresh
- ec_Lt_8. At noderate tenperature8 (1720-1920g) the file :elCs and is
soscepttble to aerodynmte shear at the tostin8 temperature. On coolinS, the
_ t file Is extremely susceptible to handling. At h_h temper•cures (above 1920"K)
8enerally no product film ts observed and the euhetrate Is full of mlcrohe16s.
.Rxposure _o n/_ro$on atone produces • denser and veil adherent product below
Ig2OK, Behav_ur of the surface 2ayer in s/xtures of 0 and K _e betueen that
of pure 0 or S. A fs_rly _herent file ts observed at aoderate teuperaturee,
_d the high tupereture erosion 28 nat ms severe 88 /n _, o
. Are Jet Tested R_P_ Surfaces of 1_ co,tinS after ezpcsure to a plasma arc
_et around lgOOg were observed by g_f, Ronults vere sc_euhat different
with d_ferant samples even thouah the test e_ndition8 were airier. The
surface of spechnen (_ 130o25 _L3I) yes hiahly rough and showed n s_my-leyered
6p_ structure. In places there these layers had been _htaded. the surface
• _ 8ranuler in structure. Th_s sonple shoved hiah A1 surface eon_ont in
- ]28 _eosuresont8. The surfaces of _vo other specimens (WlSLE60-I. g18-12-1)
were smooth uut va_, The materials appured _o be abraded 81on 8 the direction
of the fibers. Sons wide dracks were also observed in these nnpls8 and this
_S_ be due to hen_Ltn8 in our laboretory (it vu necessary to br_ the 8pec/se_
in mall ptace_ for _S analysis). It 8houl_ be noted that cr_k_ were also
" ob_rved after aus los8 e_psriments where mechanics*, shocks were absent.
J
I • , ' ..
8,
4P'
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• 4.2.3 C__eZusLons and ZmplLcat:Lons
!
t . The presence of bubbles on the RSZ (Lockheed 0042) co•tinl; after
i hestins to 13001_ sues•sos • sis_fLcant uptake of 8•see or a Sas
i 8•aerating :cchsnism Ln tits bulk. Further LnvesCLgsCion of this
phenonenoa _s needed, iILsher temper•cures (1600K) produce very
=oushsurfacu.
i The protective oxide fL/: formed on R?P coating after reaccLon
with 0 at 1600K in the mass 1o8s reactor is not adherent and provides!
.| l_LttX• protecc_Lon fro: further oxidatLon, The oxide ft_a melts at
l h_4her tmperatum (1820K) 8rid nay be sub:Jeat to aero4yua:tc she•=. ,'
At Very high temperature (200OK) the 8urfsee of _ _te_ _ox_dat£onor
I _tz_dstton i8 very rough.B_ed on the _esults of SeetJ.on 4, both XPS and S_ techniques
mat be useful for testJuS surface eond£tlon8 •fret • fl£sht in order
_ tO d_cide on the replacement of TPS eoat£np.
o
|
",p
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$. AIUtODYNA_CHEATINGOF HYPERSONICGLZ1)SVEHICLES
S.I _th_, of Predictin S Radiation Equ£1ibr£ n Surface. Temperatures
for Candidate Thermal Protection System Materials
We have developed a s_uple procedure for predicc_nK surface i\
temperatures durLn 8 re-entry ar representative points on the Jpnce .,
shuttle orbiter (es. nose stasnacion-po£nc, v£ns leading ed$e
_ , and lover fuselage) for the candidate TPS materials, _cludin8
thou studied £n _s proKrem. Th_ procedure, outlined bel_,
'i _ should ales prove useful £n the future as new c_etinZs and y
usa,ureters become available, since ic rapidly provides a
i. _t_ quantitative measure of the benefits to be achieved £n f3_tsht via
| reduced local e_ou recombination rotes. UsLns th£8 method for a
, orbiter with any prescribed re-entry trajectory (on the a_citude-
fl£shc velocity plane) the _stsntaneous surface temperature ac
( i which the on,soLes _berual radiation is in bsl_mce vith Cbe
prevaLlin 8 aerodynamic heat flu_ _m be predicted at criti_
points on the Orbiter vehicle. Besically, for surface elements ;
with ms £esisuificant "view" of OCher Orbiter surface elements
the qumsi-stesdy rediation equilibrium temperature is obtained " -
by • nmNrir.al solu£ion of the nonlinear eqnetlon:
• . -
_ere _ (T_ is khe _eveilin8 serodynam£c heat flux to the surface
e_emeut under £nvesClSstton, and a is the Stefan-Boltzmsnn coustmst.
:he approach ve have adopted to calculate -_ (Tv) includes the
distinct p_rcicipet/n8 physioche_csl phenmnsne in a retion_ way,
and yet leeds tc rapidly evaluated formulae essential for en8ineeri_4
desisn purposes. A8 rill be seen, vhere accessory, the method £s
Wm_l_breted" vi.aa numerical solutions to the nonequilibrium shock
lsyer-bound_ry layer problem re_orted in, the literature. .
t Kere e(T_ is the total bem4spheric en£ttance of the uateri_L ,ruder
the cmsditions pre_s£1Ln 8 durin$ re-entry
88
(t . .
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To evaluate t.',,_ v8 exploit Cbe corre_tion recoumnded by Sosner
• _'BL
Ci, (1963), vh£ch, for our _resent purposes, can be recast In the follovtn8
fu_:
#_r • " . c, eP'
t
¶,
il Th/8 v111 a12ov u8 to take into account incomp28to shock foyer dissociation
: (item d above), expected to be espec£ally important for eat/matinS thej
_ N-ato_ contribution to --'_: . Values of _/,eq arm readily calculated from
i_ Eq. 5.2-6 vith YDaa. i- i and the values of ui,eq siren £n available tables -
i eS. Levis and Burpss (196b). As discussed belov, values of FDaa, t are
_ i computed in a separate subroutine from correlation fomulas eonpacib28
! IrLth 8pedfle shock layer conputat',ens (cf. as. Chang (1961) Park (1964),
;_ _, Tens (1965). Inget (1966), Chun8, Holt and Liu (1968), Karts (1970).
_ ! BlotCner (1969) and L£ (1973)]. Th_ values of PDmu,i noc only explicitly
i_,
_ il determine the'Hi, hue they appear implicitly in the evaluatien of Ahf,
_ which iS shmm belov ¢o exceed (Ahf)eq (the value of Ahf that would have
__ i prevailed had complete equilibrium been achieved at adiabatic post-normal
i_ shock 8tasuaCien cendiCions ( see Fi8. 5.1-1) )
:-:_ l' • Since complete post-shock equ£1ibr£.um air cend£tinu8 hate been
_ conveninntly tabulated by Lewis and Bursess (1965) at operatic altltude-I
_ velocity couples (Z,U) by reading in chess data ,;nd using a simple two
"( ! dt_muelen_ (Z,U) interpolation, we have deveZoped a computer program
, ld_ch fJJld8 _v trains the above fomu£acien for a vehicle passing through
. any point on che _Citude (Z) fli$hC ve28ciC_ (U) plane. Thus, radiaCion
equIJ_bri_n tenperacure ca_eulacioue are nov possible , for any orbiter
vehicle trajectory. Of course the _orreapo_dln8 tenparatu_e8 for very
ective or totally inactive atom recombinatien _ataly_ts of any
eatttanue can a28o be rapidly obtained, to determine the uarsin available
fox future naterinls improvemnc8 v___aareductien8 in y£(Tv) .
• ii i | i i • mn
t ge 8dope the convention that T_ 28 the reference temperature in apportioning
eJ_miC_Ll and thermal contribution8 co the 8a8 mixture enthalpy. Thus !
hf.w _ 0 and h_u m i8 based upon heats of foruation evaluated at Tw
[800. e 8. Roamer (1972) and Bart_.dtt and _rose (1969)].
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WhlXe the procedure Is £XlueCreted here for the forverd scspotton
reSJon of the fusels$o (oose) and vie8 lc can be modified vi._a the use of
on effective val_ of B to provide escf_Jcee ac other critical locations
on the orbiter vehicle (es. sc _he bose of the fuselsse). _us, ac hlSh
ansle of attack the fusoZase _lZ cake on some of the 8etod_unic charac-
terist£c8 of 8 8vepC "cyXinder". This _npXtes that 8 point on che underside
t of the foselese nlon8 the Xine of b_eceral s3m_ecry of the aircraft
but opscremu of the _n8 m4Khc be considered co be on the cwo d_neostonaX
8t_Snattoo Xioe of • "cT_iuder" _ch an effective nose redlus obcainable
froa the fuselase eroso-secCtoo and exposed Co • oomal velocity U sin a.
J
Fuz_cher development end exploitation of chess nechods yes beyond the scope
of the present prosram, hovever, it i8 useful to consider the foUowinK
I
deta_lt of the mchod co provide the basis for inCelX£senC modifications
md extensions _n the future. XXXustret_ve c_culec£ons and discussions
of _he_r _pZ_cat_ons ere 8_ven _n Sec££on 5.2 for the R_ Xeed_n$ edKe/nose
•_ cap matetiaZ. Extensions of our methods Co pro_de rectorial predictions for
__aCr_m_ RSX p m_Is w_XX be cons_ere_ ._n the future.
s 3-d_enstonal, 8yunecr_usl scqnecton point (blunt oose) ve use
the s_odified Ne_conton approx_nsc£on for the _nv_se£d veXoctcy _radienc,
.... { ). (,,j,,.) ..
. . _or a 2-dimenston8X unsvopc 8taSUS_£on lt_e :he eorrespond£n8 value of
is [Beyes and _robste_n ( t_Y_ ) ]
8 " [ 3(Peli_ e) ]1l_ U/RB
° _ He m_temp_ _8 u_de Co compute here the tredeoff be_mon _he bene_tc_81
effect Of _ s_ep-be'ck (v_s redoctto_ of norm8_ component of velocity)
• sad the viscous disllpe_ton ossocte_ed _Ch the sp_nu_se temporiser of the
flov. Since Creectn8 only the former you,d be overly opC_sc£c,our
z_o-d_enston_l eceZn_t_on _fne predtc_tons (see Section 5.2) are for _n
equlvel_ _as_p_ tec_,l.:Lndo_t_ _
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5.1.1 E_uJLllbttunStasnacJ,on Seats Condttloem ,
' An /nportsnt "reference" state of dissoc£nted eli f_r compuCtn8
ii local aerod3mamtc heating is the equiltbrimn state obtaln:d by adiabatically
_ 8tails,inS the hypersonic free-stream. A euffJclencly complete description
of this state vould consist; of the pressure Ps' the temperature Te,eq
I: • _1 composition (mole fractions) xt,e;eq (to O,K2,t_O, _;'_12'.... ), from vhtch
ai1 thermodyna_tc and transport properties entering Eq.($,l-l)could be
_ computed. This state could, of course, be couputed ab :lLnL_o£or each flight
condStlon, (U,Z) ustn8 a subroutine incorporettn8 the equations of state.
euerSy, momentum and a Gibbs free-energy _4n_tzat£on procedure, llovevet,
i, since our 8oal Is a deslgn-or£onted aerodyna-'tc heating program vhich
Jjxvolve8 _ sJ_nplJ.ctcy and _tnhnum computer time im instead make use
!':_ * of the avatlabiltt_, of such equtllbrlu_ staSnscton state calculations st
i "mesh po_t8" in the tense U = 6 (1) 26.kfps, Z - 130 (10_ 400 Kft
.... _ [ see Levis and Burgess (1965)]. These data are put entre the prosram on .
_ ( C_rds and two-dimensional interpolation is done 1:o provide the value of any_ _L_perty _(U.Z) in term of the tabulated values of chle same property ac
- _ the "nelshborin8" mesh points. For this purpose ve use the :runeated
(qudr_tic) sertus expansion:
_(u.z). t(uo_o) + (_u)o(U-uo) + (_Z)o • (z-zo) (s._ _ ) -
. + %)+
vhet_ (IS..._.) t_ the nea,.eet-, mesh point on the altttude-flt_ht speed plane
8_A the partial derivatives evalusked at this point, e$.(_Z) o - (_J/3Z)z= o
, etc. are evalusted ustnl; central-d_fference formulae [ see, el;. Hildebrand (1966)]
If f},tght conditions are such that complete 02 N2 dissociation occurs ,and
|. trY,hie the shock layer then these interpolated properties _ are used u is
toeout.0.,.., .tc.requiredto..uae .hoe.
the shock layer d_se_.£at£on kinetics of 02 and /or N2 be inadequate, the
!! _bovamenttoeed "reference" properties _ are stl_l used to senerate relevant
Ii &u mixture properties at the ou_er edge of the _oundary isyer in te_ of
,|_i the valuss of PDam I ="ut alut a;e- (1 - O.N). This procedure is outlined
i /_ _tction 5.1.3. ' ' ' "
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' where AHf,LITv) is [.he enthalpy clients across the rescg_on ferule8one sole of species L from 02 and/or N2 at tempereturo Tv and Cp,LI
i. . /8 tho solar xpocific heat at constant pressure. W_.th "this convention
&hf t hf, e - hfp . hf, e so thor:
'_ Te ,
4
whorecp,i = cp,t_ll. _soz
a,
_i ahche.,.1 z hchom,i.e-ha,u,i,,.. (.i,e-.i.wl.Qi (S.l-I_
,,' • •
'_i whmQi"".a_i, i %)/_1 /
• i
• f) where moon properties appropriate to the boundary layer ere required
}:; ( _ (el,P, and LeL _n Eq.($.l-.2 ), the values used hereLn ere the ,'
!i az"lthnet£c mean between *:hose at station • and sCat/on w.
Ivq_le refinements to these property estiute8 can be r_dily incorporated in
i: future modifications of the preeen_ progr_, these choice8 proved convert/tee
and were deemed sufficient for the /line,retire calculation8 included herein, t
S.I.3 Zncomplste O_and/or N2 Dissociation in r_e Low Density Shock Layer
e_
Under slide re-entry conditions It seems likely thet shock 18yer dJJsocietion
of 02 _d lq2, beLn8 finite _ste processes, _11 noc proceed Co their equilibrium
values in the residence tines available 5 [then| (1961). Chess (1963), Ton8 (1965)
InSet (1966). Kens (1970), Ken8 and Dunn (1972)]. For this reason, our t
formulation incorporates the t_o functions Fhm.i (i - O.N) vhi_ can very between
sere (no dissociation) and unity (equilibrium dissociation) dependin8 upon ,be
 Xnthis important respect the flishc J/trot,ion is markedly different than most
arc Jet-produced environments (where _pprecLmble aton concentrations nsnsXly
exist in the *'free stress" as _ result of reco_blnstLon "freocin s" durln8 the
nozzle expansion). See, also. Section 5.6.
-- 96 ."
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,, _ mggnitude of an appropriate DamkUhler nuuher for the dissociation of
_:: uolecules M ( H - 02, _2 ) of the tora_
' ' P_S"• _{Ts)
. 'n. - • as cs.l-, )i_ tdissoc ,
r
_ where Aie the shock layer thickness, kM(Te) is the dissociation rate
' eonstont at tenperature Ts and N is Avogedro's nunber (6.023 x 1023
': molecules/mole).
5
..... Since the FDam,1 are incorporated via a subroutine, any one of a
_14_" number of previous estimntes and correlgttons for the FD_n. £ can be readilyused In the present program. In this cunneccion we have invest/gated the
FDan, i correlations suggested by the results of Perk (1964). Tong (196S)
i' and Inter (1966). Theas authors treated a pseudo-binary ( atom "A" +
',i molecule "H") aodel of partially dissociated 81r and predicted non-
,_:: equii/br/_ values of wA established at a noncatalytic wall over a range
of equivalent ._ose radii, ambient densities, flight velocities and wall
!I • temperatures, providing analytical or graphical correlattans of their
; _. results for parclcular choices of the diesoclatlon rate constant, In
. .,.? exploiting this work _e make the useful assumptions:
! AZ Owing to the disparit :in b nd energies. 02 dissociation is
_. sufficiently faster than N2-dissoctation so thst either one offl ""] two cases prevails:
. I Values of wt at the effective outer edge of the yell boundary
• layer (station e) can be identified with predicted values of wi. v
for a noncetalytic (y-O) wall.
A3 Blmolecular dissociation kinetics dominate the shock layer, hence
i . Jt 1my flight speed _l,e depends on p. and R only through their
preducC: O.R ('_olngry scelin8").
 Whilethis experssion may ultimately prove useful to correlate available
i lPDam,_Udate" (uulticomponent shock _yer computer runs) it is not explicitlyinvoked in the present couputaCional scheme. However, Lt should be
_eusrked that the FDam,t correlation cited belov exhibits the _lJ
•. dasuusd_n_ t_mltof_ £e_ ibs. S.I-ll se _,_nee_e Fllehe _d U.
• ........ ._.....•.......•_,_.._ ....-._---..-..-_-_:=_,-._--_._._-.-_.. . .. ...-......--._..o*.'""_.--. -._._,-._
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The first of these essentially states Chat 02 and g 2 dissociation are
"sequential", the second Ls expected to be reasonable under conditions
" 8uoh that FRe /4 not very different from unity (i._._ee. (0./0 s) • Res
sufficiently 1erie so that departures from htsh Re3molds number boundary
._ Zayer theory are not very sreac). The third assumption., is defensible
'. for Space Shuttle 0rbicer re-emir 7 condition8, except vhen FDau, i approaches
unLty,(8tnee the equilibria 2A ;_ }! are established vt.._a 3-body homogeneous
recombination).
Since the 8LnpXeet of the buiKested FDmn,i correXaCion8 i8 that due
ii to Tons (X965) we vilX illustrate the nature of an FDam,i s_broutine for
., this case. However, in _ev of the fact that asreenent on the uaKnitude
:,_. , of the FDmn.i Luplied by different vorkere Is not 8ood ( see belc_ ), i/e
8usseet that improved FDan, i subroutines be developed for future use.
,:, "' Our PrOSreu £8 or88nized to facilitate the incorporation of such future
tt _ developeents as veil as the calculation of £nterestin8 1Lettin S cases
"i. (_ GrDmn,i - 0 or FI)_, t - 1 ).
,:,, Yor the paramter rense 278 __ Tv <_ 1665K. 15 c. U < 26 k_pe. Tone's
,,*i . nunerL6al tntesration8 across the shock layer could be represented by
[" i°'zoC°-/"-,w)+o. q 2
""'. l°83'0 "&_umc " L 1.478 ...,,[ ($.X-14)
vhere Po/Po,uax ': 0"989"1"asd
! [0.6o8 (._._)2z04- z.03] ; _v°3)z'6s" (s.z-zs)",,ux
):, t.n"1',' = [1.22 • 10-5 + :3.76 • XO"3 ] (5.1-16)
and RB, U are expressed in feet and feet/see, respectively. In usLnS
these results ( in accord vLth AI,2) ve conclude that if (V&,v)lu 0 • 0.232
l_or Oo/oo,uax • 0.989 ve take (VA,v)y.0/_&,na s - 1.0 (sea belay)
_- 98 ' 0 ,
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_ _ • •
] then FDm,N • 0 and .
L
' YDm,0 * (UA,v)?. 0 I U0,e;eq ' (5.1-17 )
;
.(
Ummver,if (wA,u) __ 0.232thenFl_m,0 - 1 and
,, 1"0
::: F)..., - .,.el ",.eseq (s.z-zs)
Idtere
f.,
_ ",.e" ((%.,) -o.2321. + (.,,) • (1 %
_0,Ton s " y=0,Tong " _ ) (5.1- 19 )
r
i'. To :b_l£cate the variations in FDam,£ expected based on "atom + molecule"
!. computation8 available in the literature, ve co_ared values of FDom,i
! " found from Tcng's correlation, _th thos.e _pl£ed by Fig. 6 of InsetI:
i (1966) for the specific conditions _ - 1 ft, Tw = l$00K, U = 26 kfp8.
!, Thia coaparison is ehovu in F£$. $.1-2, vhere it i8 noted that lnger'8
t i _""_ aethod pred/cts complete 02 dissociation to higher altitudes than TongOs and a
r,_i' more 8radual transition from equilibrium to frozen behavior for nitrogen at lover
'_, ,o o
'_ )[ 81ettude8. For RB = I ft, near ©endit£on8 of peak heating0 both methods
[ prod£ct nonequ£1tbr£ua N2 dissociation and essentially complete 02
dilLsociatien.
' Wo also found that the empirical correlations suggested by Park (1964) to
d_acribe his numerical results for (_A v ) " led to phys£call_ unreasonable
mult8 for the FDam,£ under Res conditio_Orelevent to the Space Shuttle
t Orbiter.
!
Of course, numerical predictions of (u4 .) are nov available for
,p,cific cenditions(,.z.%._,) b,edom;_;_y ,,ltico_ent. viscus
• shock 1wet integrations, and presunably more accurate reaction rate
cmlstant8 [iram8 (19701, gang and Dunn (1972), Lt (19731, glottner (196911.
Ten8os correlatlen for Oo/_%Uax ) 0.989 been used, the corresponding
values of YDau,i vould turn dovn at sufflcien_ly I_ altitudes. This non-
physical behavior vas therefore precluded by settin8 (UA,v)¥.O/ _A,max " 1.0
sbove I_.lp%mo x • 0.989.
i_ 99 -,-
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45.2 Inplicsttous of y-_asults
To J_luntrete the use of the co=putetiunal procedures outlined in
Section $.1 in predLctin8 important trends and pera=etric dependencies
we have couputed radiation equilibrium te=pereCures for the RFP Cleadin$
edp, nose cap) _NterLal under a nu_er of aerodynsni© conditions. Zn
addition to celcuLat£uns based on our experinentelly obtained yt-veluas
we have a]_o included r_tcuLatinns based on the extrene (limiting) cases
Yl .= 0, Yi o 1. _1 calcuLatLuns belov ere based on a :oral hemispheric
emittnnce function t(Tv), ran•inN betweun 0.94 and 0.85, in accord vLth
the normal hemispheric emittance da_e reported in Fig. 5-26 of LTV
(1972). Zn addition to cal_uletiuns in whi_ shock _er dissociation
nunequtlibriuu effects are incorporated vi_._athe FDan,i-subroutins illustrated
in Sectlon 5.1.3, comparisons are included for the limLtin8 cases FDan, t - 1
• (i " OrN) [equilibrium _nsoc£atLon in the shock Layer| and YDaa,i - 0
[no dtsso_tat£on (or ionization) in the_ shock l_yer].
_iNure S•2-1 illustrates the role y _m play in determiuin8 the
.- vN_ teupe_'ature8 expected under peak hearths (U = 24 kfpe, Z - 2401_t)
( *_ conditions for a -_e redins of I ft. Here y t8 considered to be a para-
meter (10 -3 < YK _- 10°) and no distinction in made betveen Y0 and YN"
Note that If equllibtin= dissociation were achieved im the shock Layer then
Tv(¥ = 10"3) vonld be about 380K less thon Tv(y = 10°) , irLth uximua sensitivity
of Tv to y in the tense 10-2 < _ <_ 10"1. Not eurpriein81y,vhan allowance
is uede for into=piers _2 dissociation in the shock layer, this sensitivity
of T_y to y decreases _aountin8_ to about 62K if only 02 dissociated. The
extent of dissociatlon_depands on the nose radius, and Lf the nose radius
vere only 1 ft. then usin8 the Tons (1965) correLation to estimate FDNa,t
_ields • sensitivity of Tv to y of only about 4OK,
!
Zt t8 nov interestim8 to consider the predicted Tv vs. time history
. during • typical Orbiter re-entry trsJector_ usin 8 experimental y-data
and considering savors1 body radii in the tense of Interest. The cases
_ i ui m _s. | • is i • • i i •1
+ ZnterestinSly enough, these predictions SUNgest that perfect catalyst
(y_l) vLth equilibriun shock layer disso_Latiun would run sore 130K cooler
b s surface of the same euittence and nose radius tn a nee-d/ease/scene
_ (_md/or ionLzing) 02 + "_2 atmosphere. This is attributed to the effect of
very different 8a8 properties st the values of Te predicted withoutdissociation.
i ( 103 "'" ,
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,,. described below are only illustr_ti%_ of _hlt _m now be ecmomlcally
_ accomplished using the computational methods of Section S.1. In Figs.
3 S.2-2 to $.2-4, Vl_p refers to calculati_s in which the _t values _reit
based on our duct reactor _easure_ents in 0 * N mixtures. Predictions
!_ usL_ the data sho_ in Fig. 2.3-3 (and their extrapolation to htghcr
%
._ T: _*_Ject to the bound _I _- I) yield radiation equillbri_n temperatures
_ _ even closer to the corresponding y= 1 case. All Tw(t ) plots are based '
_ _ the velociW-altitude trajectory given in Table S.2-1, _d pertain to
forward stagnatic_ points (3 dim) or lines (2 dim) on the Orbiter vehicle.
.. _' l_iLqrreS.2-2 reveals that for TB • 2 £t (3-dim) both vi(Tw) and
i_ shock layer dissociation effects are quite t_porCant in determining
= _ the expected Tw-t hlstory_. I;hile the potential gains £rcm low
_: are sizeable (up to 218g ten_erature reduction near 800 Set.) our _i data
-_ i (c_. curve n_,]_l _1_)for the present RPPmaterial suggests only modest
__ (ca. IS_ departures £rcm the con'espon_tng Tw(t ) expected for a "perfect:"
i ( ; (¥ = 1) atomrecombinationcatalI_t. These 1_ 1 temperature reductions "
: become evon smaller for smaller nose radii, and don't show up in the scale o£
;i "Pig. 5.2-4. _hen finite-rate shock l_]_er dissociation is included for _B •
': 1 ft., Figure 5.2-3 illustrates that if equilj.k_i_ shock layer dissociatle_
were achieved trader otherwise Identlc_l condittc_q then _ 1 _perature
-eductions _uld be quite appreciable (c£. Fig. 5.2-1). D_)redetailed
., cmptrCations, including their i_p.licatio_ls with respect to anticipated
RPPmass loss and re-use capabtltW are obviously now possible, _d are
suggested as valuable extensions o£ this work. SimilarlT, the /_plications
of our ¥i-meast_nen_s on R_I_coating can now |_ included in similar
formalism, making appropriate allowances (via Sth) for the dca_tream location
• of RSI panels on the Orbiter vehicle.
• ,_ "The rapid surface temperature rise predicted for y - 0"beymd an
ii elapsed re-entry t_e o_ 800set is primarily caused by the failure to
_, dissociate Nz In Uw shock layer as the flight speed decreases. This"
, increase also shows up (in less dr_r_ttc £ashion) for catal)_tc surfaces
(see curves marked _F._ and y - I). One concludes that nonequillbrlum
phon_nena strongly influence the _ of the..sur_pce temperature vs, time
1_ daring re-entry.
C '10S
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_ 'JL'•ble$.2-2
IlanJJu_ l_rNector_Lu for • 175,000 Lb. Spsce Shuttle Orbitetr 8
¶, _ , , r'_--- ,,--,,,, '
b
Time d2tltud• Voloeity ulft"4_' 2-sec_'i (see) (ft) (ftlsee) (bt
i i i I
q
i 0 400,000 25,532 2.05
_; 80 ]61,1N 25,580 4.70
'!,, 1.50 325,387 250623 11.50
23J 280,937 25,652 40.57
285 257,526 25,590 76.32
**
340 243,208 • 25,347 102.97
!' 373.75 243,255 25,145 200.3
i 426.25 239,959 24,832 203.5
il ( _ . 516.25 236,85A 24,224 202.3
616.25 232;115 23,454 102.23
7i8.75 226,047 22,547 102.18
818.75 218,292 22,4_f8 202.16
908. 75 208,646 200272 202.13 .
988_75 2t6,326 18,858 202.23
• 1033.75 L92,475 " 27,868 92.59
2201.25 288,225 16,433 76.98
1198.75 280,937 24,347 57.36
•l 1376.25 204,392 10,567 29.59
1496.25 . 250,320 8,029 26.47 ,
2596.25 136,186 S,g40 8.61
1675 222,026 4,330 4.37
1767.5 205,272 2,679 2.43
1805 S14,487 2,224 .89
2852.S 80,008 2o495 .61
I .J I i i J J I II i i ml
• . 0404 _¢ 11 polar entry trsjectorLcs of 11/19/71: htlh cross ranSC,
a, 30*$ supplLed by ¢.D. Scott, :31AuSusr.1972.
b. 0_ Ls the fully cstslytlc heat/aS rata Co • 1-foot rsdLus "refcreuce" _"__ce.
( ' .106 ....
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$.$ PWevtouslY Unc._e_tdored Chemiral Events Which C_ouldMod_f.v
r.he Bats of £nerRy Transfe.r ,to,,the Vehicle Sue'face
1_ el*
j_
i/r C
_/_ , 3-body processt e8.
iI" A + A + Mt _ K + M_ (5.3-1)//.
_**/ However. in cond/derin8 the interpreCacLom of Oct rec_mbiuation c)effLcLenC
uessuremencs carried ouc in 0 + N uixtures ( see SecCLen 2.3) 1C o_curred
,_ to u8 that the foXlmrins sequence of 2-body processes in, the boundary
i_,_ Xsyer could influence the yell enersY transfer:
_/_ • In+ 02 -_ IO + 0 (5.3-2)
_ 10+110  X2+0
(S.3-3)
il ..
_i_i 8iacG, /u effect, they can "undo" surfeceocatalysed O-ate: recombina_/un "
i_ii'* and replace £t: by the more exotherm£c fOrf_tLon of N2. Our assessment: of
_ the possLb£1£cy and influence of the_e homogeneous reaction8 in part/ally
_ d£ssoctated at___rLs SLven in SectLom $.3.2 belov.
,'..... $.3.1 Role of Surface-Catalyzed ProductLon of ExcLted Holeculee
_L_. ......
_/ .. Z_plicit in the analysis of Sect/on 5.1 £8 che aoounpt/ou Chat the
'_ atom recombinatLon event stat*sttcally leads to d£atom£c molecules in
tlbewmochmn.t.c_Xequ£X:tbr4.umv£th the surface. Hauever, atom recoubinatLon ,
en sou surfaces evLde_tly leads co the product£on of ezc£ted moXecules
_ ( see the abovemntLoned references). Clearly, _L_ these excLted uoleculee
_tZd escape the boundary, laye_ without ha/uS "quenched" the enersy
._ transferred to the cataXytlc surJ_ace vould be less than £f the cetaXyst
had produced molecules vtth the loc_1 chermodynamLc equilibrium (LTK)
distribution of intcrual energy states [Rosner (1962b)]. Indeed, at lest
_-_ part_el escape _ust have occurred in the 1or pressure exper/_euts cared !
above, since the observable v88 the enersY transfer to calor£mter surfaces
exposed to a knmm atom concencratLon. To determine whether th£s can occur
/_ the orbiter re-entry env£ronmant £c L8 necessary to better understand the
e
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'+' de(ells of the quenchin8 procesa. For this purpose we have carried out a
!++' [
t--,-.... + "conductivity-cell" analysis in the spirit of [Rosuer (1963) ] in vhich
r_
i 8) 8 well-defined electronically excited state (designed by t4*) is
produced vlth probability s* per recombination event (s • < 1), b) this
_+ Irate, vith on,roy level QM* (pea 8rmn) above the 8round state molecule,
is quenched either by 888 phase collision (_Lth 2-body rate constant %)
vLthtU the "cell" of thickness _ or bY 6ncounter vith the wall (vail
_!)_+ i_+,_, quenchin 8 probability yq), c) atom recombination occurs only at the vail.
'_ vith probab/]Acy _r. Since the detai]_ of this analysis are J, :luded in a .
; recent paper [Re.nor and Fens (1973) ] only the principal results and
_: conclustoes are presented here.
:'*_' The role of the pare, fete q_ (see Section S.1) ib* and Qt_/QA (vhere
_, Q& Is the LTE heat of armed state atom recombination) is readily appreciated )!
¢ +-.
i 3- • by f:trot eoneiderin$ the 1imitin8 case of neither 8es phaes nor wall !i
.+;+ quonchin8. Then.for a sinsle recombin_ speciss:
i ,'.2
i t +' " I+(I-., Q+.
[, _+ material. Since N2 dissoc£attoh in the shock layer of the orbiter vehicle
i mrj be sluso_mh (see Section 5.1) it is of interest to apply Eq0(5.3-4) -
i J to the p_bduetion of 02(3E +) vl_._asurface-catalyzed 0-atom recombination +.
+' In thLe case QN,/QA - 0.875 and, for conditions nenr orbiter peak heatin8 ,
_Z = 240Kft, U = 2_ Kfpo) ve estimate ql0 - 0073). If we now conpare
rye , rive reconbina_to_ catalysts ( d " 11, only One of vhJ.ch produces
02(3_/) upon every recombination event, then. in the. absence of localized
quenchin8, we find ,,
("_.O st k ]. 4" (l--0.871S) • _0.7_) m 0063 (}e_J'))
, " _+ *' -+_('_)e* -02(3_0st/ (1+0.731
..... i i •
+V_lLue8 of QO,eff/Q0 reported by Kelin end Nadix (1971) for A_.re,l_/mPt
and I# are lov enouoh to correspond to 8* u 1 (to vtthin experimntel error)
for the production of )
tt *+
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• $inon the radiation equ£Xibrium tempereture is approx£mately + proporcLonaI
* to (._)1/4 (cf. Sect/on 5.l) under cond/tions for vhich (Tv)s_,. 0 £s about
2900K the value of(Tv)s,.1 vould therefore be about I700K, yielding
about 200E local "saving" for a "perfect" catalyst ( sat Y0 _ 10"l)
producing 02 (3Z/) on ever7 recoab£nation event.
This situation can be altered censtderabiy in the presence of
_ appreciable vall quenching or Sas phase queue.binS [Rosner and Fens (197:3)]
Even £f the overall homogeneous quenchin s rate cmusCent k is as larse as
that for o2(_) + .2(8) ve _ cbetthe _parameter-'off' defihed by
_effl_ +WA,e" _s J " (I+T'ee "_ (5.3-6)
where
• .,f- "t •
_/re./ (s.3-7)
. t
t8 only of the order of 10"1, 80 that val_..._Zquenchin 8 would appear to be the
note likely quenching mthastln under these conditions . Available
experJ_eutal data on the excited_ molecule yell quenching probab/Z£ty yq
are 8perse_ even for 02(1Z-_)'s --Since the ratio of yq to the atom recom-
b_LnatSunprobability y for 02(_ 8) queneh:f_tgon room temperature pyrex
£8 In.dent slishtly larseY than 10, we examined the effect of setting yq/y w 15
"' :lLnthe follovln8 equation_ applicable /n the l:l:tt of neSl/stble gas phase
quenehLn$=
Ell i ! i i Jl|
,hotly. _,. (4_:)1In.heren*. _belo_1veluao_d(in,,M.)/_I_T. ,
' _see, es. Rosner (1964a) ]. Thus, n84 only for the -.ass of constant
enittonce.
• q Our procedures for estimating the effective valuas of gas f/lm thtekuaas,
4_ _d the thsm£eal enthalpy parameter _ ere identical to those siren
• by Roener (1963) '
'_ ( 1,-3 • ',
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_ _
_ -- - 1+ l-s* " _. I , .tSH (5.3-81
Conbtnin8 these est_natas_ve find that if s* I a mtn_Ju= value of
_i ! __'_('_,_uLX) of (only) about 0.97 is atts_x_d at _ = 0.11. Cc_arin8
_' tvo cetalyst8 vith _ - 0.11 under these cond:Ltton8 ve find that;if s* = 1 •
'; _; Tv • 1670K,whereu if s* = 0,T v- 1690K. Since 0 _< 8* _< 1, ve see t;haC
;_ _ unlens nuch smaller vjluss of 7q/7 are relevent, the maxLn_n surface
_ _ temperature reduction to be expected from oxyKen at;ore =ecombinatton to
excitedenerget;lc mole.-ule8 (eg. 02(3_u _) rather than ground scats molecuZe8)
,_'":_ is only about 20K. Int;erestingly enough, vhlle yq/y appeers [o be much
, ,* Imaller for 02(1A.). qunnohLni o_ pyrex, the enersy transfer effects of
rer, o/nb_Jlat;_on
4
leading to temperature reduce;ions of some 20E. We t;entat;tveiy conclude
i that yell tempersture predict;lone ne$1ect;tnS the phenomenon of oxygen atom
i _ _ecomblnet;ton mecutable exc£ted molecuias _tlli_ _ . co ezeccronic,,zl:_" onzy
Ol_L8ht;ly overest;J_net;e _v'. Hence t;he use of av_tl_ble T-dat;a and t;he
( _ (previousl_ implicit;) assumption s* = 0 _ not 1J.kel7 t;o be overly, co.nservatJ._t
melees surfaces v:JLt;hse = I and 8.11 yq/y =or ve_ _ anerset;£c, merest;able
I 02(3Eu ) "
found U_Lch, say, produce molecul_'_ v£t;h lie = I and _...th much
lover vail quenchtn8 probabtltt;iee than _rex Vould t;h_8 Conclusion be
I 81tered.
• Corollart4m o_ our t;heoretical model relevant; to the inference of
, bre d on differential energy flux mouuremont;s in the laboratory are
I included in the full-lensch paper of Rosner end Yen8 (1973). Thus, In
the presence of recomblnat£on to excit;ed molecules_v81uss of y previously
determ_ed from dlfferentlal enereY flux neuurements under eont;_nuom "
' conditions vould be low by a celculable amount dependent upon s*
ind the kinetics of excited molecule qusnchin8| see, eg. Section S.4.
If vibrational17 excited molecules were produced at surfaces dur_nt atom
recombination the present formulation vould retain many of Its present
., features, however a more detailed homo|aneous quenching model (8ccount;tn8
_or the lar8e number of "species" of various enerjy levels) _ould be required.
O0000002-TSB05
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5.3.2 Influence of Binolecular Exchanse Reactions on EnsrBy Transfer
to Solids in Dissociaced Air
!_, In addition Co the obvious possibilicy of direct recombinaCion Co
_ N2, the presence of atomic nitresen formed in the shock layer can cause
a) the sUrface-catalyzed formation of N0(g), and b) the gas phase
i conversion of N0(S) and 02(s) Co N2 vi__a_a_eaccions (5.3-2,3) (See Fi$.
., 5.3-1). Since these processes can be _nportanc even when the three-body
I_ houoseneous recombination (N + N + M_ N2 + M) proceeds ac a neslisible
_ race, iC is prudent Co consider cheir ener8Y transfer consequences under
!'/ Slide re-entry vehicle coudicions. To our knovledse no ansessmoncs
i: of th£8 have been in the liceraCure.type previously re_ort@d aerospace
hCher than divert coo much attention from our principal Keel of
. ¥0' YN determinations and their aerodynmnic heating implications, we
decided Co estimate as simply as possible the heac transfer effects of
_ Reactions (5.3-2,3) under cund_Cions of nominally peak heacinS. The
mS,e;eqoreccm" m  ,eaced- toma.o cho
i_ concentrations "available" for the abovemencioned gas reactions. Since
i'. little is currently known abouc the kinetics of surfa.ce.-.cacalyzed NO(s)
_ production in dissociated air, our preliminary _tlyei8 iS confined Co
the l£mitin8 case in which the only source of NO(8) is ChaC due _o
Reaction (5.3-3) ocourrin$ near the O-acorn recombination catalyse. Indeed,
we concluded thet a siuple buc useful quenciCaCive analysis of the effects
.' of chess reactions could be carried ouc under the simplifYin8 aseunpcion
that these reactions ere rapid enoush to be considered "pseudo-hecero8annoua".
This inplice chat they cake place in a chemical "sublayer" of _J_icknsss i
6chem small compared co the CeCal diffmsion boundary layer thickness, _, i
As indicated belo%che "pseudo-heCereaaneotus" hypo_hes_8 leads to • very
Simple alsebrsic model of species transport across the predominaetly
"frozen" boundary layer. In addition Co yieldin8 _he expected trends,e
" 'the results of this nodal viii be sho_u co reply Justify uore detailed .
eCudise of chase kinetic phenomena in the fucurs. Ultimately, it is
_)
: ( . ,,
i
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' possible that these effects could be routinely Lucluded in serodyna£©
hant£n8 calculations by treatin$ then 8s pseudo-heceroaensous. Once
rLsorous nonequilLbr£um boundary layer solutions are available and
correlated Ln this ray, ch£s approach would be cloosly ak£n to that of
_ Chun8 and Ltu ('_). vho _epreaanted the effects of gas phase eten
'_ reconbinatLan by an expreesLon Ln terms of an effectlve(flctlttous)
. heteroseueous rate process. Zn the present section our approach £s
_tr£nstcally different, since ve seek to make ab initLo estLmates '
of an effect of Sos phase reactions. £n the absence of more rigorous
. " calculations Including these e££ecta.
' By assun_n$ the NO diffnstan term and honoaeneoos chemical sink
" term (due to Reaction (5,3-3)) are tn approximate baZance within the
• nchen£cal eublayer" we obtain the foZlow£n8 eatLmate for 6then
_i ' %_) "_ (-No,_- "No,o) " (5.3-9)[ ..,,%(T,,)• (',o.,,+"_o..) "%.
vhore 6them << 6. Then. by equating the actual reaction rates _v£th£n
' 41them to their pseudo-heterogeneous counterparts, vhen 0)NO,e = 0 we eatiuate
.. _.,,;.,. ½. _a_.. (s._o)
k2,v;eff . k26chea (5.3-11)
Then ve vtite 4 simultaneous elgebr_Lc equations Ln the 4 unknowns wt, vt
(t = O_02,_qO,_) by re-exprnss£n8 the species bel_ce eq_tttoos:
• ,?"souroe"strensth " "_ • (el, v .po_ unit surf_ace area
.
! ( u_ ''
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;_,i These are solved iteratively for the wi_v_rom wh:Lch the energy flux
_i: :b; set,hated uningz
! l'O,)i,NO
i" XIlugtretlve calculatlons of _ tuslng thls approach yore carried out
_., for the case: Z = 240 )_c, U = 24 k_ps, R1S- 1 ft, FDaa,N = 1, ..
Tv e 1900K vith the results shown in Fig. 5.3-2. To minimize the effects
of uncertainties in mean gas properties (_,,_) and total boundary layer
_. _ th1©kness, 6, we have dlspleyed the rails of (_) - "actual" (including
the pseudo-heterogeneous N-atom reactJ.ong) Co (_1_) - "frozen" (the :
_ . t _nersy flux computed neglecting gas phase reactions but under othervise
'_ £dentlc81 condlt£ons). Only results for which 6them £s less than 0.26 ' '
are included, and the values of k2, k3 (expressed in cm3molec'Isee "I)
( _ ware taken to be [Prudthonme and Lequoy (1969) ] z
k2) - 2.16x lO • exp( -
._ and • .
k3('Jr) - 2.22 x 10"13 'r 1/2 (5.3-15) "
_espectively (vhere T £s in deRrses J_lv_n). Th8 relies of Yo_ YN yore
tgken _0 be psrmeterg, 88 It yes expected that the effects of these
btmolecular exchange reactions you, d be greatest vhen YO £s large (to
produce considerable 02) and YN Lo small ( to consume the least possible
, mnount of N vL._aathe tru._._eheterogeneous recombinztion reaction),
The results shown in Fig. 5.3-2 bear out these exporter/one and reveal
surprisingly large ener8Y transfer effects - up to a factor of • 2.3 for
the worst case shovn_(yQ = 10"1. YN " 10"_) . EvLdentlyfonly tf YO _ 10"'3
or YN exceeds about 10" vould a simple "frozen" estimate of the energy
_,,_, , ,._ ','_'. ,,.., ...... .;_, . ". , .-
+ This vould correspond to about 8 650K increase in radiation equLlibrium
temperature eonpsred vtth the correspondin 8 "frozen" boundary leyer
pred_ctiun, *
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_ tran8fer rate prova reasonable. Thus, b88ed on ch_s admXtcedly simple
il compucsttonal model, ve conclude chat under glide re-entry conditions
!_ .for which N-scorns ,are formed in the a.hock. 'la.v'erfche I nfl1"?nce of/.
:! ',_ blmolecular ll-acom exchanse re accione within _he boondar._, laver should
:i" i _ included in future predicclone Co avoid possible serious under-
i' .eStimates of the aerodynamic heacLng race to radiation-cooled solids ,
J_
,, _ vhich catalytically reco=bine O-atoms. However, our high temperature
i YH experiments on stltcontzed RPP (cf. Fig. 2.3-3) and FDam, t-predtcttons
i i for nose radii of che Order of X ft. eugseet that this effect _rllX noc
i ":i be important for the _ leading edge materL&X.
f !. •
o
!:
I
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¢_ $,4 The Disparity ktween y Znferre.d from Duct Reactor TeSts . and
! _y T,n.f.e_'redfrom Arc Jet Tests
l Based on a series of air are Jet tests Ln vhLch the brightness
temperatures of coated and uncoatvd radiation cooled RPP specimens
vere cempared under £dest_cal flo_ condit£ons it vas concludod [LTV t
_. (1971, 1972)] that the inhibited RPP surface ran cooler because y
yes of the order ef only 10-2 at T = 1900-2100K. inspection of
!
Y£8- 2.3-3 reveals Chat this inference conflicts sharply _vLth our
conclusion that the coated RPP surface is quite catalytic te 0- and, '
! upecially, N-atom recombination at these temperatures. Uhile the
_i abselute accuracy of eur ¥ determinations above 10"1 £8 compromised
_ by the need te make appreciable diffusion cerrections (see Section 2.2)
the resulting uncertainty does not affect our basic cenclusien that I
" i
. the RPP coatin$ is an ictive recc_binatton catalyst above about 1500K.
... Siuce arc Jet testing plays such an important role in the aeroepace I! I] ( _ materials screeninK/SelscCten p_oceSs, tC is Important that the causer
i of this disparity be investigated further. Of particular concern isthe question of whether current arc Jet test procedures mLsht lead to ,
_** overly optimistic conclusions resarding the bchavior of such materials
_ in nenequilibrium air environments. A detailed investigation of
possible eystematxc errors and unaccounted for effects in available /
_ laboratory techniquu is obviously necessary (el. Sectien 6.2), and
"' could lead to test methods and flight predictions of greatly increased
reliability. Fer the present, ve briefly considered the felloud_g
aeeu_ptions implicit in the arc-Jet inference of y
, 1. The total and spectral era/trance of bate and coated RPP are
comparable c_. 0.85)
2. Bare RF? Ln disseciated air achieves essentially the sam
Surface temperature as a hypethetical perfect catalyst ef
the s_ne tot81 ea_ttance.
, 3. The heat released per recombination event is the cquilibriu_
heat of atom reeembina,:ien at the prevailing surface temperature
(see Section 5.3.1)
(" ) lZl *' '
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_ ' Assm_ption X is important since coated RPP could appear to tun
!_ cooler (via opt£cal pyromtry) merely because its spectral emiCtanca
!_ is lover than assu:ed. Assumptian 2 bears examination since coated
_ DP could appear co run cooler than bare RPP because of £he hishly
exothermic surface combustion of bare I_P in dissociated oxyaen.
Assumption 3 focuses attention on the fact thac the arc.Jet inference of
r _ ¥ t.s bued on an enersy transfer estimate rather than en atom balance.
" _ Since energy transfer is of ultimate interest this would appear to be
an advantage, were it not for the fact that the energy transfer
• /nference of ¥ is scale (size) dependent and apt to be non-conservative
when applied co fli$ht-scale hardware [Rosner and FenB (1973)].
i Sven eait_ance 0,25 (for 2100_[ coatedtntroducins 8 spectrale
i _. • RF_ at: ), = 6650A ) ana a Cote1 emlttance 0,6 (for 2100K coated RPP)
i , i [preliminary delta of R. Wakefield (1973)] we calculated char. the
, combined effects of assumptions 1 and 2 would raise the arc-Jet
i_ inferred y by no more then a factor of abou: 3 Co 4-fold, leaving a
considerable disparity between the arc JeC and d_ct reactor y-values.
i Horeover, our XFS data on arc Jet end duct reactor exposed specimens
_ su_mt that chLe disparity cannot be attributed to sisnif£cant differences
i In the in8it.._...._u surface chemistry under the temperature conditions of
8
OUr 'y-masJ.urqi_ent s.
Nalanins the cause of the dispar/ty to assumption $ is _Lntr£f_ins
_" buc would be premature in view of the lack cf experimental data on
"|set.plate eneri7 accomedaCion" on catalytic solids in N-atc_ a_osphe_es.
Yec this phenomenon should be pursued further since Ltncr chanses in the
present _PP coacin$ (as. elimination of, or substitution for, #1203) _isht
lead to sisnificant in-flisht temperature reductions when materials of
thA8 type are applied in tea/one of larze effective nose radius (aS. the
l. . .ose-,ap,or bel ypels). ............+ This poss._bL1tty has evidently been _on;idered and rejected by
J, Medford [LTV (1971)],whose unpublished calculations 8u|sasced _hat
the b_:= of combustLan is offset by the blo_in8 effect on the transfer
• oefftcient associated with the _ass loss process.
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6. CONCLUSX_tSA_D RECO._DATZO:¢S
In the lLsht of the contents of Sections 2-5. it may be said
,_ that our principal objectives have been achieved as a result of
this one-year _echnic81 effort. These include:
_, s. deveXopmnt of a duct flov reactor technique to determine
atom recombination coefficients Y0and YN above'1000K for
flat, nonconducting chermel protection eystemmaceriaXs with y-
6 values in the reuse of aerodynamic heat2ns interest (Section 2.X.2.2)
b. dmnenstration of the applicability and utility of X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to chemically characterize
the surface of candidate thermal protection system materials
i before and after exposure co dissociated oxygen and/or n*trosen(Section 4.1)
" e. development of a rational, yec practical method to predict the
aerodynamic heatLn8 consequences of laboratory measurements of
atom recombination coefficients and the accompanyLns enerl_
i_ transfer (Section $).
6.1 Conclusions
" Specific important conclusions chat have emeraed from these laboratory
and theoretical inveeriaatione are best itemized as foll_a:
A. Duct Flay Reactor y-Measurements
i Wfhe surface o_ silteonized carbon carbon - reinforced pyrolyzed' plastic(hereafter des£Snated RPP) constitutes a surprtsinsly active
t' 1 catalyst for the recombination of 0 atoms and N atoms at surface
If. temperatures abow IO00K. _-value8 computed from our experiments all
10"2. and 'exceed 2 x at temperatures above 1370K, the atom recombination
coefficient for 0 or N atoms on the surface exceeds 10"1. As a corollary
to this. in fliEht as in o.r duct.and especially for RPP. non-neglisible
atom concentration gradients (normal co the catalyst so, face) will always
exist at these temperatures. Thus. any hlsh scum pressure (continuum)
,!
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IPP ¥-nessureMnts viii require a "diffusion correction" l£:tttug
e
, its absolute accuracy.
Sin the 1030-1710K temperature range investigated, N and 0 acorn
' lo8s by reconbinacion on RPP coating exceeds the corresponding loss
• by chemical combination rich the surface by more than Y-fold.
, %
elnferred H-atom reco=binacloncoefficients on RPP coatin_ are
than corresponding 0-atom recombination coefficients by about 2-3
fold over most of this te=perature range (1030-1710K)
awhile TO and yN-val_s on the coating of the re-usable surface
insulation moCerial (PSI) belov about 1000K are noC very different
from the corresponding values for I_P,in contrast to the latter, 70
/ sad YN appear to level off and pass through a shallov maximum (< 10"1)
, near 1300K. _.
• ln contrsat 'to _PP, TO exceeds y_ on PSI (By a factor of the order
of two) in the temperature range 985 - 1460K. Thus, the fact that
y-values on P_P exceed those on PSI above about 1300K cannot be
i attributed to difference_ in roughness alone, and may be due Co the
A120$ content of the BPP coating./
B. RPP.._I_s8 Loss Experiments
_ *The mass loss behavior of RPP in oxygen c_. 10"2 to $ x 10.2 tort)
is very different from that of pure, dense B-SiC. This is especially
_ | morkad at temperatures below about 190OK, vhere the oxide formed on
_ _, RPP is relatively nonprotective and easily removed by physical means.
•/ _! This difference is noC _xclus_vely due to the presence of _k1203 in
!_[• ? ,
; the RPP coating, since it persists after the surface 18yet containing
! _203 is removed by the ablation process (cf. XPS evidence below)
_ _l *In contrast to pure,dense B-SiC th_ _PP ablation process ,_elov
2000K is no_c _peded in 0 + N mixtures (relative to the corresponding
! rates in 0 alone)
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C. _!cal/Physical CharacterizatiOn of Surface
_ _ZPS investigation of RPP surfaces exposed to 0 or 02 at
i_ moderate temperatures (in the range 1410 - 1620K) reveal that all
_ of the surface silicon 18 present in the form of St02(c). In
addison, aluminum is present (as an oxide, _ . This alumimm is i l
lost durin$ the initial states of reaction above 1700K by physical '!i
removal of the aluminum oxide phase. N-at_s are also e£_e_ive in I_
zeum-_ this finely d_videdcarbon.
_ aTinely divided carbon (formed by the decomposition of SiC) exists l!j
on the surface of RPP during 10-2 tort 02 exposure ac T > 1800K. Under
these conditions the ablation behavior of 811£conlzed RFP is probably
poorer than that of pure graphite.
"'" _ At temperatures below the $13H4 or Si20N2-1oss threshold (1820 < T
2030K) nitrogen is incorporated into the RPP surface upon exposure
( _', to $as containing ca___.10"2 tort of atomt____c_cnitrogen.
: _Belov I$00K all observable silicon on the RSI surface iJ _n the
ii that the SiC conte_t of the coating is
form of SiO2, Indicating
_uried" or that SiC constitutes < 10 atom pet. of the surface layer.
• _Arc Jot exposed RSZ surfaces frequently exhibit the contm_Lnant
• elenent alu_Lnum _hat very likely influence the catalytic nature of
the surface.
sS_q studies of the RSI, coating reveal Chat vhlle the v£_8tn sut'face
is 8nooth and featureless, temperature cycling at ll00K gives rise to
blistered surfaces, reveal£ns high temperature 8as evolution. Temperature
• ' cycling at 1600K leads to a very roush surface.
eS_H studies of RPP exposed to oxygen at high temperature reveal
i very rough surfaces fron which the SI02(c) is easily removed uecha_Ically.
/
!)
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4' D. Aerodynamic Heating of Hypersonic Glide Re-entr 7 Vehicles
• _ _If diasociar.ion-equilibr£um were achieved in the shock layer of
_ hypersonic 81ida vehicles with a trajectory similar to that of the
',_i Space Shuttle Orbiter then the temperature reduction realized bym
the use of a noncacalytic (_0 _- 10-3' YH"_- 10"3) racher_than
! catalytic (¥0' ¥_ _ 3 x l0 "l) coating approaches 400K. 0_ng tO the
_ _ s_nsltlvlty of Rp_ocoating ablation rate to surface t_nperature even
i_ s_n11 changes in radiation equilibrium temperaUrre will strongly
_ ingluence the re-use capability (number of missions between refurbislwent)
og the materials system [cf. LTV (1972)].
,_ I: _ kinetics of N2 dissociation in the shock layer Of the Orbiter ii
_: vehicle are sl_v enough to significantly reduce the benefits of using
_ low y-materials on radiation-cooled vehicles, especially in regions
I" of small stagnation point radius. The ccmblned e£fects of s_11 nose
radius end s_epback should make _g for the _n L leading edge material
_ !i__ (. far less in_ortant than the corresponding values of _N(T_ for theI nose cap:and fuselage belly panels. Reduced temperatures of these
locatic_ would imply greatly increased re-use capability for fixed weight
_I and coating thtclmess.afar mess radii of the order o_ l foot only surface-catalyzed 0 atom _
:._"_. recombination may be important, and the potential benefit of noncatalytic
ii _, , materials is soma 60K. Larger benefits (_ 200K reduction on radiation _:
equilibrium temperature) are possible when RB • 1 ft mains to the
_ormation of N atoms in the stagnation resion shock layer, hmmver, these
ere not likely to be realized using the present RPP leadin8 edge/nose
cap material. Our y-measurements susgest that. for _ - 2ft, RPP would
run only some 15-20K cooler than a "perfect" catalyst during about 60Z i
Of the re-entry _eat pulse. This difference would ultimately vanish
durin8 the last 40% of the heat pulse (S_ction S.2)
i tA aoncatalytt_ refractory cantina used where RS 18 euffielantly lar8e
would not only reduce peak well temperatures by more than 200E - it
would else have the effect of alterin8 the _ of the Tw(t) "pulse"
frc_ one which is very hish and plateau-like,to one which first exhibits
00000002-TSC03
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_ 8 "low temperature" plateau followed by • temperature rise (some
_:_ 130 - 1401_) accompeny£n8 N2 d£ssociation l_nitations later in the
re-entry (Section 5.2).
_ _ phenomenon of vall quenching i8 likely to mmhilate any
!_ 8iKnific_nt heat transfer reduction that would result from surface-
i_ _talyzed atom recombination to form excited (rather than ground
i ,tete) molecules under re-entz7 conditions (Section 5.3.1). I_:_Yel", t'!!
i it iS possible that the escape of _x_ted N2 molecules £ormed by !!, surface catalyzed N-atom recombination could account for a significant il
i_ , li
_ portion of the surface ten_erature differences observed in a high t,
. enthalpy air arc jet when inhibited R_P is co_a_ed with bare _P ._
_ (Section 5.4). Thus_ present arc jet test predictions of sur£ace
'_ tewperatures during re-entry, and hence re-use capability/, may be!:
overly optimistic.
• .o._
'_. _/hile _ reactions may be **frozen" with£n the boundary
_._ . layer, under slide re-entry conditions for vh£ch N-atoms are formed
( _ in the shock layer, the influence of bimolecular N-atom exchange
t reactions within the boundary layer should be included to avoid
underestimating the radiation equilibrium temperature of O-atom
recombination catalystll (Section 5.3.2)
. 6.2 _ ecp_nondat*_
e
Potential reductions in radiation equilibriun temperature (>20OK) :
due to reduced catalytic activity, and their implications with respect _
tO extended re-use capability especially £or the nose cap and possible
fuselage belly panels, are large enough to Justtf-/ further research on:
a. The phenomena caue£n8 lares systematic differences between
I y inferred from e_ersy balance methods (e_. in arc Jets) and
•. y /nfarred from atom mans balance methods (cf. Section $._).
. h_aluation of the consequences for laboratory simulation of
materials response in nonequilibrium dissociated air.
00000002-TSC04
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! b. Since a truly non-catalytic (_=0) coating is an unattalnable
i ideal, and since the large observed _._.f_erences between
¥0' YN for the RPP-coating _lndt_m RSI-coating maybe due to
i/ to the A1203 content of the £or_er, it would be use_d to
i_ deterwtne _0 and _4 on P-_-_ Si02 at surfaco tenperatures abo_
I_ 15001C(using a d_er,,_cally co_patlble refracte,_/ substrate) in
_ _i . our duct £1ow reactor (c£. Section 2).
.o
e. The causes of large activity for present $eneration coatings,
_ {_! ineludln$ high temperature Y0' YN meaSurements on /=portant coating •
eonstitueats (es. il20](s)), and a better de£1nltlon of the role
. of surface topography (roughness).
i d. Hish temperature measurements of ¥0 and YNon well-defined re£racto_/
, ceramic material8 likely to be useful in the future U.S. hypersonic
e
I , vehicle development.
_ e. _basm_ents o£ the e££ects _ 70 , y N o£ mall elemmt additions
I ! tO ceramic coatings (ie. t'dopin_' e££ects on catalytic activity) _( ' _ The interactS& effects of physical, chemical and aerodynamic "
I phenomena determinins expected surface temperatures and
in
i ablation rate8 for radiation-cooled glide re-entry vehicles.
l*urther development/exploitation of the predictive me_hods of
Section 5. .
J g. Gas uptake-loss phenomena _n temperature-cycled amorphous
• oatiugs_ the causes_ consequences and prevention of surface
bLtsterius.
. * For example, doping the present RPP coating with B, AI or Ti to
.. suppress crazing is under consideration [LTV(1973)].
,. . 128 J ""
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_ To the largest extent posslble, further research should be directed
8_ obtain£ns a better bu£c understanding of the subtle cheu_cal and
physical factors Sovernin$ the mssnitude of y and eneray releue on
ehem£cally and physically well-def£ned refractory surfaces. This v£II
t require increased attention to materials other than currently manufactured
TP$ coattnKs, a lcnser-range vlewpoSmt and a more systematic approach.
The 8oal should be to provide a scientific foondatlon + and set of
applicable techniques to luide future deslsa choices in the realm of
hypersonic fltlht. Results of this "type would 818o inevi_ably find
application £n many other technical areas £n which dissociated gases
Interact with re,rectory solids.
D
The .extent to whlch our present prosram exploited results available
from the author's previous lou$-ranse basic research is clear from the
content of Sect£ons2-$. Without this backsronnd, the results reported
e
here could not have been achieved in a one-year period, even aC
considerably lreater cost.
i .
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A transverse flow area of duct reactor st prevaiXin8 8xiaX
station,
nun thermal speed of aeons evaluate at ontalyst surface.
cp, b m/xture specific heat (per 8_n.)
Cpoi nolar heat capacity for chealeal specles i.
D£ J_Lckdiffusion cceffic_nt for opectea I transport
clef f effective locaX duct dimeter E & x (area)/("vected"periaeter)
• FRe correction to heat transfer for departures fro= hish Reynolds
nuaber boundary _ayer theory; see Section 5.1.
FDsn, £ correction factor for f_ite nolecule dissociation _ettce_
_. (S. 1-7)
f( ) fonction; F.q, (5,X-22)
fD Seider-Tate type fonct£on correctisl s the local aas8 t_ansport
coeff£ctont for transverse property 8radients
f_ Se/der-Tate type function eorrecttn 8 the local heat transfer
coeffLcteut for transverse property 8radtente
4P_ hider-Tare type f_ctic_ correcting the local si_Ln friction _t
-" - _fftctent for transverse property 8rad_nts _
honoseneous sink tera in arc= mass balance equation; [Eqs. (A2.2-10)] /
1 e wlsr hut of formation of species J
ARf .j f
3_,v diffus_on flue of atom- at the yell
" . _,j honoscoecus (3 body) atonic recoab/nation rate consent (J-O,H)
kv hetero8coecus reconbination rate constant| 7_/4
( ! 133 .i' .
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0' 14£ Levis numbet for atmn I diffusion (£ u O,N); Di..mixl[?,l(pep)]
i
L lenlth of one oectLon of the reactor
H molecular veisht (gu/p-mole)
• atonle mass. H/_ A
A mass flon rate through duct reactor
I n value of dln_r/dlnT v (see SectLon $.3)
Ii " N& &_ogadrot8 number (6.023 x 1023 nolec/mole)
Hu local lqueaelt transfer coefficient
p loe81 stat£c preasure
• 1_ prevailing mixture ¥randtl number
05p energy of excited molecule K* above ground electronic state
( Q& reconb/nation heat per unit mass of recoubLning atoms (A = O.lq)
energy flux at the wail
diueusionlea8 houoseneous quenching parameter; Eqs.($.3-6,$.3-?)
R univer881 gas constant
• Re Rsynold8 Number (U • dell/_) for duct reoetor .
RB body radius of curvature at stagnation point or line
8oA 8ehmidt number for arm tronoport, vlDA.nt x
Sth 8tmtton nmber for heat transfer; Eq.($.1-3)
e* ulectivity for the heteroseumous production of electronically
excited molecules per recombination event (cf. Sacticu 5.3)

¢ total henLspheric euLttance oE surface! Eq. (5.1-1)
i_. Poouu qutnt£ty defined by Eq. ($,1-16)i,
4 diffusLon boundary layer thLckness
( ache a chenLcal eubXayer thLckness ! Eq. (5.3-9)
¢
. A shock layer thickness
J
"extent" oE heteroseneous atom reoombLnacLon| Eq. (5.1-4)
4) an7 property (P.,O., Pe,...) tabulated ss • functLon of U,Z(_. Bq. 5.1 _)
_ 8ubscrLpt8
su interuedLate statAou in reactor SeccLon I (su F£8. 2.2ol)
JL pertsinin 8 co atcms (eLther N or 0 atoms)
BL pertainin8 co boundary layer theory| cE. Eq.($.l-2)
I b #bulk"or "nLxLn$ cup sverase"
r
I coup ccaputed value
i eJ_m che_cal coucributic_ or part
• outer edge of external boundary layer| FLa, 5.XoI
,_ • ezLt of the duct reactor| F/8. 2.2-I °
elf effectLve (equLvaleut) va£un
eq pertsinin$ co locaX thermoche_csX equilibriun (LTE)
I _ experLuental value
i
_ f cheu£celly "frozen" (in ebB•nee of chert/ca1 ehauae)
_i h 1_rtalnin8 Co heat transfer
i _J_t" _taCLon of duct reactor (Fie. 2.1-1) -
Ii LoJ speeLu index (eLCher At _ tl2 ) N ) 0 or 02)
-4z pert_inin8 Co local 88s uLxture
vt vendor| Eq. 3,1-1
Wr£ nO window| Eq, 3.l-I
( br bt/8htness (Sect/on 3,1) j .136
.............................. •_:.... _-_ ,_ --_',,_:/": .'_-..._'.-",.,_.._---- _'._.__
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_' q pert_tnin 8 to the quenching of excited molecules
_,! • lmuedisteXy dovnstresn cf the normal shock rave
v evaluated at the yell (gas/solid interface)
+ Z,UtZU, partisl derivative vith respect to _,U,Z and U etc., Eq. (5.1-8)
@re•
m at upstream infinity (_rlth respect to body)
_ 2,3 for homogeneous reactions 5.3-2 and 5._-3, respectively
_ I,XI,III pertaining, respectively, CO _ed_COr Sections I,_I, III
superscripts
(r) r_h approximation ( r - 0,1, .... )
0 evaluated _the ideal gas (Lira p + O) state
:° i 1,2 pertaining to first and second "levels" of approximation to y
ix f (vrittan ); eoesection2.2
• Hiscellaneou8
_,. |. ul .
_ _ A ( ) t'change in" operator"
, _ spectroscopic de8tL_attons for elactrontcally excited states of "
i_' ,_ " the 02 molecule
• _ !
._ . 6(1)_6 from 6 to 26 In incre;_enta of 1, etc. (eee Section $.l.t)
'TP8 thermal protection system
LTK local thermochemical equilibrium
RPP reinforced pyro).yzed plastic materiel (nose cap, _r£ng leading edge)
B_I re-usable surface Insulation material
QPR quarterly pro8reas report (Contract HAS 9-13058)
ESCA electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (see XPS belov)
LTV Ling Tent• Vought Aerospace Corporation
'_ $1M •canning electron microscope
_, )(_S X-ray photoolectron spectroscopy
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.............._ .................................................................-_ _......._, -_-=- ..................._ - ....................._., _: ...._. _--_
4 • '
(8) sas
L
_/ (s) solid
_ (el condensed (llquid or solid)
_, _1.(0) conce_trat/ons (number dens£r.tes) of N. O; Section 2.1
i; pct percent \
_: 1.18(-.4) 1;18' _.10"A (etc.)
• _ ( 1" per'_Lt area
' 3-dim 3 dimensional Caxi_tric)
m
'_" 2-dim 2 dimensional
_ AI,A2,.. Assu_ticns I, 2, ......
i,
i
._.,__'"_',"._ .."_'.._",'_,_:.'_/,.";_"_,:'_,":_'://_..._ _.,_",!_°..__.b_,_,',_;_.._._;,_,__,_'_-o:',_-4-_-,_._'._. ,, _-. ;._. / \ ....._ :_-_,----.._._:__:/_',_.',eZ_z.:',.:._:.._.._._,,_._'_:'..,,....::_ ' .,.,'_.%_.¢.;.',/,",."._ '_;, :_'_,_" ,._ .... _._". _-_:.._*&_ o_'. ;.."_:_t._,,/_<:.",,,,._ o.::.:"¢_' _._'.,_'.'._..'_i'._:,.Z___.r-.,_.o... j..."... :._ _ "_/.J,i'
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Appendix 2.2 DETAILSOF DUCTRF_qCTOF.DATAREDUCTIONPROCEDURE
s_
1. This appendix includes explicit expressions for the Lnd£vidual
_z, _ terms appearing in the quasi-one dimens£onal duct reactor analysis
__ outlined in Section 2.2.
5i For constant: property Potseuille flora ChrouJb a 8tra_ht circular
! duct of dlameter d rich constant vail temperature Tv for z _ 0 the local
_ _ heat flux at the duct vall is $tven by:
_ • _- _"_-,_" [_,- :b(,)_ _.2-1)
I ti vh.re
i ' ( i_! " (_. a 2 . --s (A2.2-2)
_ )?r .le d
I The local Nnsselt number Nu(() appearin$ In Eq. (A2.2-1) is expressible
in the form of an infinite series [Keys( I_b_ )]. For variable property _ ,
fl.ow in our non-circular duct reactor the local heac flux £8 therefore
approximated by:
t
I
where fA(Tv/Tb) 18 a variable property correction factor of the Seider-Tate
type and
(X a _ 2 (S'Sau)_ for _ z < s (_..2-6e)Pr • Re " daf f Zau- u
=2 • - for su _ s • s d (A2.2-_b)
,r, • Its daf _
2 (SOSd)
• for • _ s d (A2.2-4c)
(), t Pr • Re def f
- I ('
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' where the Stations Zau, zu and s d are de£ined in Fig. 2.2-1. 0f course
Tv(s) must he specified, especially outside reactor_ region ZI (where
X. :IL8masured). For this purpose it yes usuned'that Tw is At roo_n
temperature in the water cooled quartz section- (cf. FJ.K. 2.1-1)and
i r/ass Linearly in the uncooled quartz section t_ value half-way between
(T18)II and that of the rater cooled section (cf. l_lg. 2.2-1).t
_ . S/n/let expressions _ust be used for atom mass transfer to the vaZZs,
_. however, the situation for J_,w_ is less direct since wA,w is not knom_.
. a prior_l , but is determined by a local balance betveen transverse atom
ii diffusion and surface reaction [Roaner (1964d)]. This local transverse; .. atom balance equation may be written:
__.v) ' " "A,w. ____(7,,)%%,w (_.2-5)! "-%) %,
wheres
; 2 (Z'Su) 2(ZOZu) " (DAP)b
P"v (_.2-s) •
PV E_e
.When Eq. (A2.2-$) is solved for cA, v ve find: _
ke.%" ]
_. _"%)(_O)b"_,b. -_%_)_""'%) i
m me_
0vine to the catalytic activity of quarts at these temperatures, our inferred
y-values for Section Z[ con be sensitive to the value chosen for the peak
_1 quarts temperature. However, paranetrtc studies indicate that this could at
most account fo_' sbe_'t 8 factor of 2 in our present Yi-estinatus for the RPP
mtterl_t,
.o
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i ' APPENDIX2.3, ¢_ THE USX OF A1203 ADDITIONS TO RPP CO, _GS
Inmmuch as our recombination results and the comparison of
lt_ mess loss rates rich chose £or pure dense pyrolytic SiC
(Rcener and Allendorf, 1970a) indicate" that the l_resence of
_203 in the RFP coati_ may enhance recombination and oxidationi,
i react£ou we examined Che evidence [LTV(1972)] chaC led co che
decision to use _203 in che RPP coactn8. Since we have noc found
8 summary of cl_s evidence, our eumma_y of the dace £s siren below.
The relevanC dace concerning the use of A1203 in RFP coatings
are given in Sac. 4.3 and che appendix of LTV(1972). The basis
for choice of a "best" coaCinS system is scared (p. 144) co be thac
• "tested specimens indiceced accepcable low cemperecurn oxidation
resistance, seed 8trensch and plasma arc performance, and a proJecced
ease of fabrication". Avoidance of crazies phenomena and cool
,
ii doum ctacluJ dutinK fabrication vas also 8tgntftcanC in choosing beCmeen
different coating procedures alchoush (p. 171) "the effecc of crazies
on system performance has noc _ec been proven detrimental since crazed
parts have. perf,_ed veil in plasma arc test and _r furnace test end
h_:a _ood flexure strength."
The qumlcttative results thac bear on the choice of the 10A1203
• 60SIC0 30S£ pack compceicion in the d_fusion coacing run8 were
test results from rill:fusion furnace runs H8$B, M88, M95, M96, and M97
(p. 1_3). We h_ve 8uanar_zed these resulCs in FiSe. A2.3-1, -2_ and -3.
l_gure A2.3-1 plots a11 che arc Jet ceac results for the above samples
vareus temperature and a_so presents the correlation curve _or che fins1
' arc Jet results o_ the 10/60/30 material [LTV(1972), p. ,6,63-64].
No slSn_ficant difference is observed between the results for any of the
, pack formulas and _he fins1 10/60/:30 material. However, uost of the 10/60/30
00000002-TSD06
• • •
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apecLmu achieved slishtly Xover tenperaturese in the arc Jet¢
tents and therefore appear superior if one 8ssune8 that arc Jet
ezperiaont8 faithfuZXy reproduce the re-entry environmnc.
FXexure strength date from expts N95, N96 and N97 are presented
as strength vs specimen percent m_Lsht 8sin during caseins Xn FAg.
&2.3-2_ Zt /8 clear fro: th/s ploC that strength decreases _r_th
we/ght 8_Ln during coating and v£ch the temperature of the coating
process buC is" noc reXated to the conposiCion of the peck.
Pereuy furnace test data which measure weight loss ducing air
exposure at 23000F are plotted in FLs. A2t3-3 as percent vefsht change
, in the furnace test versus percent we£sht salu during the coating
_ process. Apin, pack co_pcettion is not s_ntficant. Zn ¥i8. A2.3-3
= | the bonds for data on the 10/60/30 coating [LTY (1972), p.162] are shown. c
Thus it appears cha_ A1203 contaluin8 packs for the diffusion coating
._ process produce coatings vith equaX arc Jet, ?ereny furnace, or strenath
performance to "_ formed in the absence of A1203. The main reason
for the choice of A1203 containing packs for _he diffue£on coatinS process
is perhaps historical as evidenced by the statement (p. l_X) "Th_8 good
"_ performance (in Phase X pXama arc tests) was in part due to the aluL_nua| oxide ¢ontont added in slurry fore Co the surface of the RPP prior to
packlu8 in a adz of slllcon and slLtcun carbide. SpeeAumas fabrincted
vlthout aluuinun oxlde did noC perfora as yell p. A18o the state®eat on
• p. 1A8 "The 10Z A1203 mix sincere and shrinks at a more predictable rate under "
the teat _udltton8 aZthouBh at 34000F an over-sintered con4ttion prevailed" /
appears to be sts_Lftcant, ttevertheless the qualitative comparison of .,
pack rosults containLuS different mnouets of A1203 (p. 145-147) dues not
8nan to favor the 10A1203, 60SIC, 30Si composition ove_ the 1A1203, 69S1C,
30Si co:position.
• ' * The good correlation between uetsht Zoss and temperature in,Jicstes that
no significant spectraZ eaissiv_ty differences exist for the different
• oatings. 0
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l N)PE_IX 5.1 _RSIG_ OFY£ TORF,(_IBI,'_ATI(_RATEC_ST&%T('_/ELOCITY")
Sinco 811 ae_lynan_c heating predictims involve the
1 ISkT_1/2
k.,l ' •'i
it £s usoful to be able to rapidly Ceaver_ £rmn the d£n_nsionless
l_.ombination probability _i(T_ tO the corresponding recombination
rate coostant or "velocit) _' (expressed, say_ in c=/sec). For this
zeasc_ Table AS.l-1 is provided, giving the nL_erical value of the
ratio _ 10.4 kw,i/_ i for 0 atom and N atoms in the temperature
range 1000(100)2500K:
Table AS.l-1
Values of 10"4 k_/X for 0 and N-atom Recombination a
i L .? - : I_ ll| I ,,, I Tl', .,
' TwO0 mtm
..... = _ _ , , ,,
1000 218759 3.0737
1100 3.0163 3,2237
1200 3.1504 3.3670
1300 3.2790 3.5045
1400 3,4028 3,6368 "
1500 3.$222 3.7644
1500 3.6377 3.8879
1700 3.7497 4.0076
1800 3.8584 4.1337
1900 3.9641 4,3357
2000" 4.0671 4.3458
2100 4.1675 4.4541
• 2200 4.2656 4,s5g06
2300 4,3615 4.6614
2400 4,4553 4.7617
2500 4.547_ 4,8599
• the value of kw,i/_i reef be identified with tlue max___J_possible reaction.. ._
O_ velocity fpr atom recombination at tho prev_iltn8 sur£oce temperature. __,
/_ UA. IOVERflMENI'FWNllWJotqrlct: 1973.--778._t10tl0 77 " " _:
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